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IMPORTANT NOTICES 
 
We suggest you read the following guide to buying at Bristol Auction Rooms in conjunction with our full Terms & 
Conditions at the back of the catalogue. 
 
HOW TO BID 
To register as a buyer with us, you must register online or in person and provide photo and address identification by 
way of a driving licence photo card or a passport/identity card and a utility bill/bank statement. This is a security 
measure which applies to new registrants only. 
 
We operate a paddle bidding system. Lots are offered for sale in numerical order and we usually offer 
approximately 80-120 lots per hour. We recommend that you arrive in plenty of time before the lots you are wishing 
to bid on are up for sale. 
 
ABSENTEE BIDS 
If you cannot attend an auction in person, Bristol Auction Rooms can bid on your behalf, acting upon your 
instructions to secure an item for you at the lowest possible price as allowed by other bids and reserves.  
 
You can leave bids in person, through our website, by email or telephone - detailing your intended bids clearly, 
giving your price limit for each lot (excluding Buyer’s Premium and VAT). We cannot accept liability for failure to 
execute such bids or for errors or omissions. All bids must be received before the start of the sale (10am GMT) in 
order to ensure placement. If we receive more than one bid of the same value the first one received will take 
precedence. Bids may be rounded down to the nearest amount consistent with the auctioneers bidding increments.  
 
TELEPHONE BIDS 
Telephone bidding may be arranged on lots before the start of the auction. As the number of telephone lines is 
limited, early booking is advised. We also recommend that you leave a ‘security’ bid in case we are unable to reach 
you by telephone. 
 
ONLINE BIDDING 
To register for live bidding or to follow the sale online please visit www.the-saleroom.com, this service incurs an 
additional fee of 4.95% of the hammer price (plus VAT, if applicable). 
 
CONDITION REPORTS 
Bidders must satisfy themselves as to the condition of each lot. Condition reports will be made available on our 
website wherever possible and are available on request via our email, our website, or the-saleroom.com. Requests 
for condition reports must be submitted by 4pm on the day prior to the auction. Please note that we are unable to 
give verbal condition reports for any lot. 
 
BUYER’S PREMIUM 
All items in our auction are subject to buyer’s premium of 20% plus VAT (24% in total) which will be added to the 
hammer price for items up to £150,000. The commission then reduces to 12% plus VAT for items with a hammer 
price of £150,001 and over. 
 
In the event that a lot has an asterisk (*) beside the lot number in the catalogue, this indicates that the item is 
owned by an entity or company required to pay VAT for which an extra 20% is payable on the hammer price. 
Normal buyer’s premium applies. 
 
PAYMENT & COLLECTION 
All items must be paid for and collected within 3 working days of the auction. Payment methods are: cash (up to 
£9,000), debit or credit card with chip and pin, bank transfer or online by card or PayPal (via our website). We do 
not accept cheques, American Express or Diners Club cards. 

 
LOCATION 
Bristol Auction Rooms, Units 1-3 Yelverton Road (off Hungerford Road), 
Brislington, Bristol BS4 5HP is situated close to the A4 Bath Road. From the 
A4 take the A4174, at the first l roundabout take the first exit onto West Town 
Lane/B3119. Take the first left onto Hungerford Road. Yelverton Road is 
approx.100 metres on the left. 
 
PARKING 
Car parking is available at our premises in addition to on street parking in the 
surrounding area (subject to normal traffic regulations). 
 
PUBLIC TRANSPORT 
The number X39 First Bus from Bristol Bus Station stops at Flowers Hill 
(opposite TK Max) and the number 36 First Bristol service from the City 
Centre stops Brislington Square followed by 96 First Bus, which will drop you 
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Coins 
1 
AN AUSTRIAN 4 DUCAT COIN with 
the head of Franz Joseph I facing 
right, with thick whiskers, and 
inscribed FRANC IOS D G AUSTRIAE 
IMPERATOR, the reverse with the 
Arms of Austria superimposed upon 
a crowned double-headed Imperial 
eagle and inscribed HUNGAR BOHEN 
GAL LOD ILL REX A A 1915. Restrike.  
£300 - 500 
2 
An Elizabeth II half Sovereign 1982.  
£100 - 150 
3 
Two Maria Theresa Austrian Silver 
Thalers, an Austrian 500 shilling 
piece and a 1935 Jubilee medal with 
a silver watch fob.  
£80 - 120 
4 
GOLD GREEK COIN Mysia Kyzikos.  
Circa 600-550 BC. Facing head of 
Silenos with protruding tongue; at 
sides, two tunnies swimming 
upward.10mm, 2.59 g 
Prov: Purchased from Obolos 
Auctions.  
£400 - 600 
5 
 GOLD BC550 Greek IONIA Incertii. 
Denomination: EL 1/24 Stater.  
Circa 550-500 BC. 
 Obv.: Raised Swastika. Rev.: Incuse 
punch. Condition: Very fine. 0,6g - 
6mm  
Prov: Purchased from Lanz Auctions.  
£350 - 450 
6 
 BC525 GREEK COINS MYSIEN 
Kyzikos EL-Stater, 525-500. 19x22 
mm, 16,05g. Athenakopf in 
Corinthian helmet and with long 
down-catching, beaded hair to the 
left, behind tuna obliquely upward 
floating. Rs: A carved square. 
Prov: Lanz Auctions.  
£1,500 - 2,500 
7 
Greek MYSIA Kyzikos. Circa 500-450 
BC. EL Hekte 9x10 mm , 2,7 g Nude 
youth kneeling left, holding in right 
hand a tunny by its tail / 
Quadripartite incuse square, near EF 
off centered .  
Prov: Lanz Auctions. 
£400 - 500 
 

8 
A LESBOS  MYTILENE Electrum 
Hekte (1/6 Stater). Circa 377-326 
BC. 10 mm  2,52 g.  Obv: Laureate 
head of Apollo right, small coiled 
serpent behind.  Rev: Head of 
Artemis right, hair up, within linear 
frame. 
Prov: Lanz Auctions.  
£200 - 300 
9 
A 1701 1/2 Guinea William III,  
London. 
Spink 3468.  3.99 g 
Prov: Gorny Mosch lot 4472 
£300 - 400 
10 
A 1794 GOLD Half-Guinea George III  
Fifth bust MCE 433; S 3735 Some 
small digs on neck, otherwise nearly 
extremely fine from the Prov: 
Collection of Dr. John Tooze. 
Purchased DNW lot1337 
£500 - 700 
11 
An 1815 20 Francs Louis XVIII 
London 'R' mint  
Local currency for Wellington VF.  
6.9g 
£250 - 350 
12 
An 1828 GOLD Half Sovereign 
George IV  
Laur Head Garnished Shield Spink 
3802 KM 700 VF+  3.9g 
Prov: Ruiter1695 
£400 - 500 
13 
An 1851 Sovereign  Shield Marsh 34,  
S.3852C AU and lustrous 
London1002 
£500 - 600 
14 
A GOLD SOVEREIGN 1855 . 7.97g 
Queen Head Rv. Crowned emblem  
between two branches of laurel 
Spink 3852C 
Prov:  Marsch 
£400 - 600 
15 
An 1860 gold Sovereign.  Victoria  
Shield Reverse, extremely fine EF  
Prov: Fisher907 
£400 - 500 
 
 
 
 
 

16 
A GOLD SOVEREIGN 1869 Victoria 
Shield back.  
 Die. 54 Spink 3853 excellent with 
Edge error.  
£300 - 400 
17 
A Gold Sovereign 1871 Victoria  
London Queen on the left Rev: 
crowned Shield surrounded by two 
branches of laurel knotted at the 
base.  
£400 - 600 
18 
An 1872 Gold Sovereign,   
Shield Reverse, Marsh 56, S.3853B, 
Die Number 87.  
£400 - 600 
19 
A Gold  Sovereign 1872 Shield 
Reverse,  
Marsh 56, S.3853B, Die Number 87.  
£400 - 600 
20 
An 1872 Gold Sovereign, 
Victoria Sydney Mint Die no. 8 Spink, 
small edge nick VF  
Prov: Fisher910 
£300 - 400 
21 
A Gold  Sovereign Victoria 1877 
 M Melbourne. 7.97g. Spink 3857.  
£400 - 500 
22 
A Gold Sovereign 1877 Victoria.  
S Sovereign Shield Sydney mint Spink 
3855.  Condition VF.  
£400 - 500 
23 
A Gold Sovereign 1878 Victoria.  
S Mint Sydney ,7.97g Queen Head 
Rv. Crowned emblem  between two 
branches of laurel.  
£500 - 700 
24 
A Gold Sovereign Victoria 1882 
 S Mint  Sydney. 7.97g Queen Head 
Rv. Crowned emblem  between two 
branches of laurel.  
£400 - 600 
25 
An 1884 GOLD Half Sovereign 
VICTORIA Shield back.   SP. 3861 Fr 
389e SCARCE in High Grade NGC 
MS61 UNCIRCULATED  
Prov: Schulman266   
£400 - 600 
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26 
A Gold Sovereign 1884M  Victoria  
Melbourne Queen on the left Rev: 
legend Shield within two branches of 
laurel knotted at the base and closed 
at the top by a crown. 7.98g 
£350 - 500 
27 
An 1885/3 Shield Half-Sovereign 
Victoria.   
A few surface marks, otherwise 
better than very fine, rare  The 3 is 
still visible underneath the 5. Very 
few examples are known to still 
exist, making it one of the rarest half 
sovereigns in existence.  VF+  
Prov:DNW lot1669 
£400 - 500 
28 
An 1886 M Victoria Sovereign, 1886-
M. Melbourne Mint   
NGC MS-60 Fr-16; KM-7; S-3857. St. 
George and the Dragon reverse type. 
Crisply struck with moderate tone 
over the surfaces. 7.97g 
£350 - 500 
29 
A Gold VICTORIA Jubilee Head 
George & Dragon two pound coin.  
15.97g.  
£800 - 1,200 
30 
A Gold Five Pounds Victoria Gold 
Jubilee Head coin.  
1.177 ounces NGC Graded MS 61 
some contact marks to left of bust, 
bright fields, sharp struck coin.  
£2,500 - 3,000 
31 
An 1889 GOLD Sovereign Victoria 
Melbourne mint. 7.97g.  
£300 - 400 
32 
 A 1914 GOLD George V Sovereign 
1914 P. Perth. Fr. 40 (Australia); 
Spink 4001 KM 29 (Australia). 7.98 g. 
GOLD Uncirculated UNC  
Prov: Lugdunum282 
£300 - 400 
33 
A Gold Two Pounds 1995 Peace 
Dove Proof S.K5 FDC in the Royal 
Mint box of issue with certificate 
London196.  
£600 - 700 
 
 
 
 

34 
A Gold Piedfort 2008 Elizabeth II 
One pound coin.   
Royal Coat of Arms NGC 
encapsulated PF70 Ultra Cameo 
Coin.  
£800 - 1,200 
35 
A 2012 GOLD PROOF Sovereign 
Elizabeth II Mint: London Queen on 
the right Rev: New special design 
specifically for the Queen's Diamond 
Jubilee St. George on horseback 
pierces the dragon - issue limit of 
just 750,000 coins.  
£300 - 500 
36 
A Roman Empire Claudio (41-54).  
Asse. AE 10.03g  30.00mm VF  
Prov :Artemide Aste.  L22a 
£80 - 120 
37 
A  Sceatta Continental series E, 
 bird-like figure, lines and annulet 
within, rev. standard with pellets 
and annulets, 1.04g/11h (cf. M 190-
3; cf. N 49; S 791). Reverse off 
centre, otherwise very fine Early 
Anglo-Saxon Period VF 
 Prov: DixNoon172 
£120 - 180 
38 
An 1180 Penny Henry II  
Silver short cross penny 
1.30gn26mm Spink 1344 Class 1b2  
VF 
Prov: LanzVES547.  
£30 - 50 
39 
A 1544 Half Groat Henry VIII  
Silver hammered 1/2 groat two 
pence coin Canterbury Mint S.2378 
VF 62 SPINK Cat. 2007  
Prov: Coincraft. 
£300 - 400 
40 
A 1554 IRISH GROAT  
Philip & Mary. 1554-1558. AR 
(27mm, 3.17 g, 3h). London mint; im: 
portcullis. Dated 1555. Confronted 
busts of Philip and Mary; crown 
above / Crowned harp; crowned P M 
flanking.. Good Fine, typical low 
quality silver. Portraits better than 
usual. 
Purchased from Classical 
Numismatic Group.  
£200 - 300 
 

41 
A 1562/1 RARE Threepence 
Elizabeth I  
Silver hammered 3d three pence 
coin 1562 over 1 GVF VF.  
£250 - 350 
42 
A 1640 Charles I AR sixpence  
25mm, 2.93g Group F, sixth 'Briots' 
bust, type 4.3, mm star (1640-1)  
2817 Spink Bust left, mark of value 
behind Coat of Arms; mm star above 
S.2817 VF, cabinett- toning. VF  
Prov: LanzWWB2205 SPINK Cat. 
2007.  
£80 - 120 
43 
A  James II Silver Crown Coin  
SECVNDO No Stops on Obverse, 
Spink 3406  SPINK Cat. 2007.  
£400 - 600 
44 
An  1804 Dollar George III Pillar 
Dollar Counterstamp 8 Reale.  
Emergency dollar 1771 (4. s 9d) 
countermarked on a 1771 Mexico 8 
reales host coin. The emergency 
dollar was in operation during the 
late 1700’s due to a shortage of 
coins in the UK. The coin is in very 
fine condition and dark toned with 
minimal wear present and close to a 
full 27grams in weight. The 
counterstamp of George III portrait 
is also in extremely fine condition. 
Weight is 26.9grams exactly.  
£600 - 800 
45 
A RARE 1783 HALF DOLLAR GEORGE 
III OCTAGONAL COIN VF 
COUNTERMARK  
NOTE: RARER THAN DOLLAR COINS 
OF PERIOD DURING NAPOLEON 
WARS COINS WERE SCARCE SO UK 
STAMPED SPANISH COLONIES 4 
REALS. 
£600 - 800 
46 
An 1805 Five Pence Token George III 
Irish 1805 V.F.  VF Prov: Rauch lot 
1643 
£40 - 60 
47 
An 1821 Crown George IV , 
Silver Laur Head / George & Dragon 
AU55 38mm Spink 3805.  
£600 - 800 
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48 
A rare 1825 shilling George IV  
SILVER Shilling coin -type 3 has a 
capital i as the first numeral rather 
than a number 1G-F.  
£100 - 150 
49 
An 1831 Ext. Rare William IV one 
penny 
W.W trunk Spink 3846 Fine #2350  
SPINK Cat. 2007.  
£30 - 50 
50 
An 1845 Crown VICTORIA Siver 5s  
 CINQUEFOIL STOPS Patina 28.10 gr 
Spink 3882 KM-741 MBC- VF 
Prov: Soler Auctions 2641  
£80 - 120 
51 
An 1855 Penny Victoria  
Obv head n. L., Including year 
number  
Rev Sitting Britannia on shield, with 
trident in hand, in section Plant 
Edge: smooth 34 mm, 18.54 g VF  
Prov: LANZPR1044 
£20 - 30 
52 
A RARE 1928 Crown George V Silver 
5 Five shilling coin  
Wreath design Spink 4036 only 9034 
minted.  
£250 - 350 
53 
A RARE 1929 WREATH CROWN 
GEORGE V SILVER 5s coin 
 Sp4036 only 4994 minted EF.  
£250 - 350 
54 
A RARE 1931 CROWN George V 
Silver 5 Five shilling coin 
 WREATH ISSUE PROOF LIKE UNC 
SPINK4036, ONLY 4056 minted.  
£250 - 350 
55 
 Twelve 1989-98. 2000/2001.  
Elizabeth II Silver £1 coin  
"Scotland" Spink 4335 Each box 
cotains a 9.50g. pound of 925%  
silver Boxed with COA  Proof 
Prov: ARTIMEDE ASTE Lot1170A 
£100 - 200 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

56 
Boxed Currency 1971-1977.  
 Elizabeth II  1/2 Penny, Penny, 2 
Pence, 5 Pence, 10 Pence, 50 Pence 
1971 Royal Mint London  Proof Coin 
Collection  Portrait of the Queen 
Rev: Lions, Britannia, rose, crown  PP 
Proof Weight: 175 g Sie: Set 114 x 
160 mm Proof 
Prov: Lanz PR1053 
£60 - 80 
57 
A Proof Set 13 Silver coins including  
Maundy Set Millennium Silver Proof  
Boxed Issue Limit 15,000. 
£200 - 300 
58 
 A 2003 Set Silver piedfort Coins  
Boxed £2 &£1 & 50P Issue limit 
7,500 RMCode UK03PF3S PROOF 
Piedfort #1359  and PROOF 2004 Set 
Elizabeth II 3 Coin silver collection 
£2, £1, 50p piedfort Silver coins 
Boxed Issue limit 7,500. 
£200 - 300 
59 
Two Gold 2003 Notes O'Brien £5 & 
10s old design  - 
 Framed Inc Certification Only 1,000 
issued by Royal Mint RARE GOLD 
MINT #1356 
£120 - 180 
60 
A proof set Twentieth Century 
Great Seals of the Realm 
 SILVER Six Seals 5oz Silver 20th 
Century Seals of Victoria (1899-
1904), Edward VII (1904-1912), 
George V (Two 1912-30 & 1930-38) 
George VI (1938-48 & 1948-53) and 
Elizabeth II (1953-2001)  ROYAL 
MINT Issue Limit 1,000  RM Code 
SEALMEDS PROOF #1392 • 
£1,500 - 2,000 
61 
A Gold Half Guinea 1788 George III. 
4.09g. Fifth Bust VF 
£250 - 350 
62 
An 1813 GOLD GUINEA George III  
"Military" Shield in Garter Sixth Head 
Spink 3730 Kr. 664. 8‚35g Very rare 
on the edge slight signs of claw 
mount EF 
£2,500 - 3,000 
 
 
 
 

63 
A Gold Sovereign George IV 
Sovereign  
Laur Head St George Spink 3800 KM 
682. VF.  
£600 - 800 
64 
A Gold Half-Sovereign Victoria 1860.  
Scratch behind bust otherwise fine, 
very rare.   
£300 - 400 
65 
A  Victoria Sovereign shield back 
1852.  
Av. double struck (Unbarred A's)  
7.99 g.  
£400 - 500 
66 
A rare Victorian gold Sovereign 
Victory Shield.  
PCGS Graded CHOICE ALMOST 
UNCIRCULATED 1859 Victoria Young 
Head Gold Sovereign this coin has no 
cleaning, damage or alterations.  
£600 - 800 
67 
A Victorian gold Sovereign 1869  
Marsh 53, Die Number 34 EF with 
some minor contact marks.  
£300 - 400 
68 
A Victorian Gold Sovereign 1871.  
Shield Reverse, Marsh 55, S.3853B, 
Die Number 22, EF and lustrous with 
some tiny rim nicks 
£350 - 450 
69 
A Victorian Gold Sovereign 1871S 
Shield Reverse,  
W.W Incuse S.3855A, AU and 
lustrous with some small rim nicks.   
£400 - 600 
70 
A Victoria Sovereign 1872  London 
Young head shield reverse.  No die 
number 7.99 g VF.  
£350 - 450 
71 
An 1872 GOLD Sovereign Victoria 
stamp number 5.  Extremely fine 
7.89g 
£350 - 450 
72 
A Victorian Gold Sovereign 1873.  
Mint of Sydney. 7.95g. Queen Head 
Rv. Crowned emblem  between two 
branches of laurel.  
£350 - 450 
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73 
A GOLD SOVEREIGN SYDNEY 
Victoria 1877S Sydney Spink 3855  
7.99 g. uncirculated 
£350 - 450 
74 
A GOLD SOVEREIGN SYDNEY 
Victoria 1877S Sydney Spink 3855  
7.99 g. uncirculated 
£300 - 400 
75 
A Gold Sovereign Victoria 1879.  
Sydney Mint Shield back. 
£300 - 400 
76 
A Victorian gold Sovereign 1881S  
Shield Reverse, 7.97g. EF the obverse 
with some contact marks 
£400 - 600 
77 
A Victorian gold Half Sovereign 
1885. Lustrous, in an LCGS holder 
and graded LCGS 78, the finest 
known of just 4 examples thus far 
recorded by the LCGS Population 
Report, very few Victorian Half 
Sovereigns achieve grades 78 or 
above.  
£400 - 600 
78 
An 1885 S GOLD Sovereign Victoria 
Sydney 
Queen on the left Rev: legend Shield 
within two branches of laurel 
knotted at the base and closed at 
the top by a crown. 7.97g  
£300 - 400 
79 
An 1887 Victoria Half Sovereign  
Shield Jubilee Head.  
£150 - 250 
80 
An Edward VII  1/2 Sovereign 1906  
London.. 3.99 g. Gold. EF.  
£120 - 180 
81 
A GOLD TWO POUND 1989 
ELIZABETH II 500th Anniversary 
Sovereign gold proof  two pounds, 
cased FDC Ex Neal Archer Collection.   
£700 - 1,000 
82 
A GOLD PROOF TWO POUND 
Elizabeth II 50th Anniversary of the 
End of World War II (S.K5), without 
case of issue or certificate, FDC 
£700 - 1,000 
 
 

83 
A rare George VI SET PROOF 9 
PIECES 1950 Half Crown  to Farthing   
In original box.  In 1950 the Royal 
Mint issued a Proof Set to celebrate 
the end of austerity. It was only the 
second Proof Set since the 
Coronation issue of 1937. The 1937 
coins were struck in Silver and the 
1950 coins were struck in base metal 
because, in 1947, all Silver was 
removed from our coins. The 1950 
Proof Set contains the Halfcrown, 
Florin, English Shilling, Scottish 
Shilling, Sixpence, Brass Threepence 
(Rare), Penny (Rare), Halfpenny and 
Farthing. The set comes in a card 
case. The coins have toned over the 
past years. This set is Scarce and two 
of the coins are Rare 
£80 - 120 
84 
A rare Greek Thessaly Pharsalos 
Denomination:  
AR - Obol 4th century BC. Obv.: 
Helmeted head of Athena facing, 
turned slightly to the left. Rev.: 
Armoured Thessalian horseman 
wearing Boiotian helmet, short 
chiton and brandishing flail, riding 
right on prancing horse. Condition: 
Very fine. 0,8g - 12mm - Die axis 3 
o'clock - Very rare denomination!! 
£150 - 200 
85 
GREEK, KINGDOM OF MACEDONIA 
ALEXANDER III  
THE GREAT KING of MACEDONIA 
TETRADRACHM 336-323 BC EXT FINE 
Lifetime Or Very Early Posthumous 
Issue.Obv: Head Of Herakles Right, 
Clad In Nemean Lion Scalp 
Headdress Tied At Neck; Reverse 
Zeus Enthroned Left,Holding An 
Eagle And Sceptre.  
£150 - 250 
86 
A Sicily, Syracuse. 5th Democracy. 
214-212 BC..  
21mm (10.76 gm). Laureate  head of 
Apollo left / SURAKOSIWN, Dioscuri 
on horseback right; star above.  
£50 - 80 
 
 
 
 
 
 

87 
A  Roman Republic Anchor (first) 
series. AR Denarius, c. 209-208 BC.  
Obv. Head of Roma right; behind, X. 
Rev. The Dioscuri galloping right; 
below, anchor; in exergue, ROMA in 
partial tablet. Cr. 50/2. Sydenham 
144 AG. g. 4.30 mm. 18.00 R. VF.  
£120 - 180 
88 
A Greek RHODES Circa 205-188 BC. 
AR Drachma.  (2,63 g. - 15 mm) 
Ainetor, magistrate. Obv Head of 
Helios facing slightly to right. Rev 
Rose with small tendril to right, P - O 
flanking stem, magistrate ΑΙΝΗΤΩΡ 
above, butterfly to left. Nice Very 
Fine 
£80 - 120 
89 
A RARE ROMAN REPUBLIC from the 
RBW Collection  ´Crescent series´ 
194-190 BC Very Rare Obverse:  
Laureate head of Janus; above, mark 
of value. Reverse: Prow right; above, 
mark of value and crescent. Below, 
ROMA.  Reference: Sydenham 267; 
Crawford 137/2 26.39 g 32 mm. Fine 
£30 - 50 
90 
A Roman Republic Anonymous 
Cornucopia (second) series. AR 
Denarius, c. 179-170 BC.  
Obv. Head of Roma right; behind, X. 
Rev. The Dioscuri galloping right; 
below, cornucopia and ROMA in 
partial tablet. Cr. 157/1. FFC 30. 
Sydenham 340 AG. 4.49g mm. 
19.00mm.  GoodVF+  
£120 - 180 
91 
A Roman Republic Anonymous 
issue. AR Denarius, c. 157-156  
Obv. Head of Roma right, X behind. 
Rev. Victory in biga right, ROMA 
below. Cr. 197/1b. Syd. 431/439. AG. 
g. 4.08 mm. 18.00 About EF. Brilliant 
and superb.  
£100 - 150 
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92 
A GREEK CAPPADOCIA Ariarathes 
IV.  Drachma Eusebes, Cappadocia. 
Av: head to the right. Year 33 (= 130 
BC) Rev: Athena standing left, 
holding Nike & resting hand on 
grounded shield, HDI monogram in 
outer left field, PAFI monogram in 
inner left field, HF monogram in 
outer right field, date very fine to 
extremely fine. 3.13g,  
£100 - 150 
93 
A ROMAN REPUBLIC C. Vibius C.f. 
Pansa. 90 BC. AR Denarius  
16 mm , 7,9 g Rome mint. Laureate 
head of Apollo right PANSA behind; 
to lower right, crested helmet right 
R:  C VIBIVS CF Minerva driving 
quadriga right, holding spear and 
reigns. Fine 
£30 - 50 
94 
A Roman Republic Cn. Lentulus 
Clodianus, 88 BC. 
 Quinarius (Silver, 14 mm, 1.93 g, 12 
h), Rome. Laureate head of Jupiter 
to right. Rev. [CN.LENT] Victory and 
trophy. Babelon (Cornelia) 51. 
Crawford 345/2. Sydenham 703. 
Very nicely toned and attractive. 
Struck on a tight flan, otherwise, 
about extremely fine  From the 
collection of W. F. Stoecklin, 
Amriswil, Switzerland, acquired from 
Münzen und Medaillen AG in Basel 
prior to 1975.  
£120 - 180 
95 
A ROMAN REPUBLIC L. Volumnius 
Strabo, 81 BC AR Denarius, Rome  
Obv: Laureate head of Jupiter, 
behind L. Rev Europe on the bull nl, 
including Ivy, in field r. Thunderbolt 
in the section L.VOL.LFSTRAB (in 
ligature) 2,7 gr 18 mm Grade: 
editions, fine scratches, otherwise 
Very Fine.  
£120 - 180 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

96 
A Roman Republic L. Procilius, 80 
BC. Denarius Serratus 
 (Silver, 18 mm, 3.99 g, 4 h), Rome. 
S.C Head of Juno Sospita to right, 
wearing goat skin headdress. Rev. 
L.PROCILI.F. Crawford. Sydenham. 
RSC. Juno Sospita in biga galloping to 
right. Some minor marks on the 
obverse, otherwise, about extremely 
fine.  From the collection of W. F. 
Stoecklin, Amriswil, Switzerland, 
acquired from Münzen und 
Medaillen AG in Basel prior to 1975. 
£150 - 250 
97 
A  Roman Republic M. Plaetorius 
M.f. Cestianus, Denarius, Rome, 69 
BC; 
 AR Draped bust of Fortuna r.; 
behind, [control mark], Rv. Half-
length figure of boy facing, holding 
tablet inscribed [SO]R[S]; around, M 
PLAETORI [CEST S C]. Crawford 
405/2; Plaetoria 10; Sydenham 801 
cabinet tone, good very fine RARE. 
3.9g 16mm 
£200 - 300 
98 
A Roman Republic M. Plaetorius 
Cestianus, AR denarius, 67 BC. 
Rome. Obv: CESTIANVS - S • C B. 
draped right, wearing the attributes 
of Isis, Minerva, Apollo, Diana and 
Victory. Before a cornucopia. Rev: M 
• F • M • PLAETORIVS AED - CVR 
Eagle on thunderbolt right, head 
left.. 3.80 g. Dark patina. Very Fine to 
Superb VF - EF 
£100 - 150 
99 
A Roman Republic Cn. Plancius, 
Denarius, Rome, 55 BC. (g 4,12; mm 
18; h 6); Female head r., wearing 
causia; before, CN PLANCIVS; 
behind, [AED CVR S C], Rv. Cretan 
goat r.; behind, bow and quiver. 
Crawford 432/1; Plancia 1; 
Sydenham 933. Very fine. The mint 
master Plancius had served in Crete 
under the proconsul Q. Metellus, 
likewise as military tribune in 
Macedonia. 
£150 - 250 
 
 
 
 
 

100 
A ROMAN IMPERATORIAL Julius 
Caesar, 49-44 BC  AR Denarius. 
military mint moving with Caesar in 
Spain. Obv. Diademed head of Venus 
right, Cupid on shoulder. Rev. 
CAESAR. Gallia and a Gallic captive 
seated beneath trophy.  3.57 g 
£200 - 300 
101 
A ROMAN IMPERATORIAL Julius 
Caesar, 49-44 BC.AR Denarius, 
Military mint moving with Caesar in  
North Africa, 46-47 BC. Lot17 Obv. 
Diademed head of Venus right. Rev. 
CAESAR, Aeneas advancing left, 
holding palladium and Anchises on 
his shoulder.3.65 g. VF.  
£200 - 300 
102 
A ROMAN EMPIRE Augustus. 27 BC-
AD 14. Mint: Lugdunum (Lyon) 
Denomination: AR - Denarius. Struck 
2 BC-AD 12. Obv.: Laureate head 
right. Rev.: Gaius and Lucius Caesar 
standing facing, resting hand on 
shields between them; two spears in 
background, simpulum and lituus 
above. Condition: Some deposits, 
good aX fine. 3,6g - 18mm - Die axis 
9 o´clock.  
£150 - 250 
103 
A BC 60 Roman Republic P. Plautius 
Hypsaeus. Denarius.3.93 g. 
P.YPSAE·S·C Draped bust of 
Leuconoe r.; behind, dolphin 
swimming downwards. Rev. Jupiter 
in quadriga l., holding reins and 
hurling thunderbolt; in exergue and 
in field. VF 
£60 - 90 
104 
An AD15 Claudius AE Dupondius TI 
CLAVDIVS CAESAR AVG P M TR P 
IMP, head left / CERES AVGVSTA, 
Ceres, veiled and draped, seated left 
on ornamental throne, holding two 
corn-ears and long torch, S C in ex. 
RIC 94 Sear 1855 FINE  
Prov: LanzIVS869 
£60 - 90 
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105 
A ROMAN Empire Vitellius (69), 
Denarius, Rome, c. the end of April - 
December 20, 69 A.D (2.88 g, 19 
mm, 6 h); A VITELLIVS GERM IMP 
AVG TR P, head to a degree d., Rv. 
XV VIR - SACR FAC, tripod sostiete a 
cauldron; above, a dolphin; between 
the legs of the tripod, to crow.  
£120 - 180 
106 
A Roman Empire DIVA DOMITILLA 
(Died before 69). Fourrée Denarius. 
Obv: DIVA DOMITILLA AVGVSTA.  
Draped bust right. Rev: PACI 
AVGVSTAE. Pax-Nemesis advancing 
right, holding caduceus. At feet, 
serpent. Wife of Vespasian (and 
mother of Titus and Domitian) 
Condition: Very fine. 2.85 g. 18 mm. 
£300 - 500 
107 
A Roman Empire Nerva 96- 98 AD 
Mint: Rome, 97 AD Denar, Silver 
Obv: IMP NERVA CAES AVG P M TR 
POT Laureate head right. Rev: COS III 
PATER PATRIAE Priestly implements: 
simpulum, sprinkler, ewer and lituus. 
Condition: very fine 2,891 g. 18 mm.  
£80 - 120 
108 
A Roman Empire Antonius Pius 
Denar AD136 Head Fortuna with 
rudder & Cornucopia.  
£50 - 80 
109 
A Roman Empire Marcus Aurelius 
AS   
Securitas with Sceptre.  VF 
£30 - 50 
110 
A Marcus Aurelius Denarius Obv: 
DIVVSANTONINVS - Bare head right. 
Rev: CONSECRATIO - Funeral pyre. 
161 (Rome). Divus Antoninus Pius 
Deified AR Denarius Spink 498 RIC 
436 (Marcus Aurelius) VF 
£40 - 60 
111 
A ROMAN EMPIRE Diadumenianus 
Denarius,  
Obv: head to the right, therefore 
circumscription. Rev: Prince based 
left with Standard, beside two 
standards. 2.15g, extremely fine.  
£300 - 400 
 
 
 

112 
A  Roman Empire Gallienus Silvered 
Antoninianus  
22mm  2.74g Rome mint GALLIENVS 
AVG, radiate head right FORTVNA 
REDVX// S, Fortuna seated left on 
wheel, holding cornucopia and 
rudder. About EF, nicely silvered.  
£20 - 30 
113 
A Charles Roe McClesfield Copper 
Conder Token Half Penny 1790 30 
mm, 12,5 g Draped bust right / 
Female figure seated.  
£10 - 20 
114 
A George III Half Penny Token 
Shakespeare Fine 1790.  
£10 - 20 
115 
Nottinghamshire Nottingham 
Copper Conder Token Half Penny 
1792 29 mm, 10,5 g Obv.DONALD & 
CO STOCKING MANUFACTURERS 
WHOLESALE  
£10 - 20 
116 
Hampshire Portsea Copper Conder 
Token Half Penny 1794   29 mm, 9,7 
g Obv.PORTSEA HALFPENNY / 1794 
Shield with three fis 
ain 
£10 - 20 
117 
KENT MAIDSTONE Copper Conder 
Token Half Penny 1795 28 mm, 8,4 g 
Obv. : THE SPRING OF FREEDOM 
ENGLANDS BLESSING Figure of 
Justice 
£10 - 20 
118 
Staffordshire Copper Conder Token 
Half penny 1797 29 mm, 9,6 g 
Obverse: The arms of Stafford, 
STAFFORD 1797. Reverse: Cypher of 
W  
£10 - 20 
119 
Birmingham and South Wales 
Copper Conder Token 1812 35 mm, 
23,6 g Crown with three plumages / 
Horse to left. VF 
n 
£10 - 20 
120 
A rare Three-Halfpence ELIZABETH I 
Hammered silver coin.  
£300 - 400 
 

121 
Crown Charles II (1660-1685) 40 
mm.  29.59 g. VF 
£300 - 400 
122 
Halfcrown 1686 Silver JAMES II 
Laureate bust to left. Rev. four 
shields forming a cross; date above. 
First bust. TERTIO on edge.S. 3408; 
KM. 452.14.50 g Fine + 
£70 - 100 
123 
A WILLIAM III FARTHING 1st issue   
VF  
£20 - 30 
124 
Queen Anne Silver 1/2 half crown 
coin OCTAVO ON EDGE- EF 
£300 - 400 
125 
 A SCARCE Bank Dollar George III 
Silver 5 shillings No Stamp after Rex 
Dav 101, extremely fine with margin 
fault.   
£400 - 600 
126 
A SCARCE SHILLING GEORGE IV 
Silver Coin S.3810 CHOICE TONED 
NEAR UNC laureate bust facing left 
with the reverse showing a 
garnished shield crowned (known as 
the first reverse) and WWP in the 
centre of the leaves, with engraver’s 
initials J.B.M. in the border. 
£150 - 250 
127 
Halfpenny George IV Copper half 
penny KM 692 CU (g 9,60).  
£300 - 500 
128 
A RARE PENNY GEORGE IV Copper 
1d Penny Coin. 
 DATE S.3823 Minted for use in 
Australia VF 
£80 - 120 
129 
A Victoria 1 Crown Year: 1844 Obv: 
Headshot n l, below year Rev: 
crowned arms in wreath Edge: 
DECUS ET TUTAMEN ANNO REGNI 
VIII Literature: KM # 741 Condition: 
Brilliant uncirculated / few fine 
scratches, otherwise almost 
uncirculated Metal: 0925 Silver  38 
mm, 28.18 g  
£400 - 600 
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130 
A Victorian copper 1d, penny.   
Ornamental Trident DEF.  
£40 - 60 
131 
A Victoria Half Penny, 1860, beaded 
border. Obv: Bust left. Rev: Britannia 
seated right. KM-748.2 Mint state, 
with lustre. Bronze. 25 mm, 5,90 g 
£40 - 60 
132 
RARE Halfpenny Victoria Half Penny  
DIE A Rev A next to lighthouse KM 
748.2 5.7g light scratches VF 
£1,000 - 1,500 
133 
Penny Victoria Bronze 1d Heaton 
Mint Spink 3955 
nâ 
£10 - 20 
134 
A Two Shilling VICTORIA GOTHIC 
FLORIN Silver 42-ARCS VARIETY S 
£50 - 80 
135 
A Shilling VICTORIA Silver 5,60 grs. 
AR. 
£60 - 90 
136 
A Half Crown Victoria, Silver.  
£70 - 100 
137 
A Half crown Victoria Silver 2/6d 
High Grade, Scarce Date 
£150 - 250 
138 
An 1838 Four Pence VICTORIA Silver 
Groat 4d. EF 
£80 - 120 
139 
Bristol and South Wales Copper  
Token 1811 34 mm, 18,1 g B & B 
Copper Co Rev. VIRTUTE ET 
INDUSTRIA Bristol Shield EF.  
£10 - 20 
140 
A collection of Silver, British and 
European coinage.  
£50 - 80 
141 
A German Reich two Mark Coin. 
King Ludwig III of Bayern 1914.  
£40 - 60 
142 
A quarter Rand in Perspex case. 3.1g 
design by Sutherland and Steyn.  
£50 - 80 
 
 

143 
A Victorian Silver jubilee 
coin/pendant 1887 together with a 
collection of 20th century 
commemorative coinage.  
£30 - 50 
144 
A collection of gilt metal civilian 
medals mainly connected to the 
United Ancient order of Druids 
together with some silver proof and 
commemorative coins.  
£30 - 50 
145 
A collection of UK pre decimal 
coinage.  
£20 - 40 
146 
Two AUSTRIAN 1 DUCAT COINS in 
9ct mounts with the head of Franz 
Joseph I facing right,  and inscribed 
FRANC IOS D G AUSTRIAE 
IMPERATOR, the reverse with the 
Arms of Austria superimposed upon 
a crowned double-headed Imperial 
eagle and inscribed HUNGAR BOHEN 
GAL LOD ILL REX A A 1915. 14g 
£200 - 300 
 

Silver, Watches  
& Jewellery 
 
147 
An electroplated table centre 
piece/candle holder.  
£80 - 120 
148 
A quantity of silver plated wares 
£60 - 80 
149 
A collection of electroplated wares 
to include two candle sticks and 
coffee spoons. 
£40 - 60 
150 
A red leather travelling vanity case 
with near complete interior 
containing fitted silver topped items 
and other sterling silver pieces by 
The Alexander Clark Manufacturing 
Co, London and Chester. 1906.  
£350 - 450 
151 
A cased set of eight Oman silver 
napkin rings based on traditional 
Bedouin jewellery items. Stamped 
Oman 925.  
£80 - 120 

152 
A collection of commemorative gilt 
silver stamps.'The Coronation Issue' 
1853-1978. Seven in fitted 
presentation box.  
£80 - 120 
153 
A boxed collection of 
commemorative sterling silver 
stamps. 25 stamps of royalty in 
presentation box.  
£200 - 300 
154 
A pair of electroplated candlesticks 
together with a large plated toast 
rack and engine turned cigarette box 
and a small dish.  
£50 - 80 
155 
A boxed set of plated cutlery.  
£20 - 40 
156 
A sterling silver footed card tray 
raised on three feet with cast foliate 
border. London 18th century (date 
letter rubbed) by James Morison. 
12.5ozt 
£100 - 150 
157 
A pair of sterling silver sauce boats. 
470g 
Josiah Williams. London 1914. 
£150 - 250 
158 
A collection of sterling silver items 
to include napkin rings mustard pot, 
pepperette and silver topped bottle.  
£40 - 60 
159 
A collection of electroplated wares.  
£20 - 40 
160 
A collection of Georgian and later 
Sterling silver flatware. 602g 
£150 - 250 
161 
A set of six sterling silver handled 
knives. Sheffield 1995 by John 
Biggin.  
£30 - 50 
162 
A sterling silver wine bottle coaster 
with turned wooden base.  
£40 - 60 
163 
A set of six sterling silver fish knives 
and forks with Ivorine handles by 
William Hutton & Sons Ltd, London 
£40 - 60 
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164 
A set of sterling silver spoons 
together with three silver lobster 
picks. 8.3ozt 
£60 - 80 
165 
ALBERT EDWARD JONES; an Arts 
and Crafts George V sterling silver 
twin handled footed bowl with 
pierced leaf moulded rim and 
planished bowl, twin scrolling loop 
handles each set with a cabochon 
amethyst. AEJ Birmingham 1917. 
254g 26cm diameter including 
handles. Etched retail mark to base 
Cornells London.  
£200 - 300 
166 
A tortoise shell and abalone shell 
inlaid hand held dressing table 
mirror together with matching brush 
and sterling silver topped brush.  
£50 - 100 
167 
A Russian silver flatware service by 
Bratbia Hempel. Kiev 1908-26. 52ozt 
plus eight matching silver handles 
knives.  
£700 - 1,000 
168 
 Sterling silver smoking 
paraphernalia to include an engine 
turned cigarette case and two 
ashtrays. 10.1ozt 
£80 - 120 
169 
A collection of sterling silver flat 
ware by  William Bennett London 
1820. 48ozt 
£500 - 800 
170 
A collection of electroplated cutlery 
and flatware.  
£30 - 50 
171 
A heavy gauge sterling silver 
presentation two handled cup by 
Kemp Brothers , Bristol. Birmingham 
1938.  418g.  
£150 - 250 
172 
A collection of sterling silver 
bijouterie items to include a swizzle 
stick, pill box, mustard spoon and 
bookmark. 1.1ozt 
£30 - 50 
 
 
 

173 
A sterling silver cigarette case with 
guilloche enamel decoration. 
Birmingham 1932 Mappin & Webb 
together with two silver and 
guilloche enamel dressing table 
brushes.  
£50 - 80 
174 
A sterling silver sauce boat Edward 
Viner, Sheffield together with a 
sterling pepperette and two sterling 
silver spoons. 186g 
£70 - 100 
175 
Six electroplated  tea spoons in 
fitted box together with four plated 
mustard spoons.  
£10 - 20 
176 
A boxed sterling silver set of two 
salts, mustard and spoons in blue 
velvet lined box.  
£70 - 100 
177 
A sterling silver three piece tea set 
by Joseph Gloster Ltd Birmingham. 
1915. 740g.  
£150 - 250 
178 
A pair of Georgian sterling silver 
sugar tongs by John King London 
together with a Georgian Scottish 
silver sauce ladle. 48g.   
£30 - 50 
179 
A sterling silver propelling pencil by 
Sampson Morden with bright cut 
decoration and original box.  
£40 - 60 
180 
A sterling silver bowl. London 1975 
by Garrard & Co Ltd. 270g 
£60 - 90 
181 
A collection of small silver and 
white metal items.  
£60 - 80 
182 
A sterling silver cream jug together 
with a silver mustard pot.   
£40 - 60 
183 
A collection of sterling silver cutlery 
items.  
£30 - 50 
 
 
 

184 
A collection of sterling silver items 
to include two sets of silver spoons a 
Georgian sugar sifter, stilton scoop 
and other sterling silver items. 208g 
£50 - 80 
185 
Two sterling silver watch fobs.  
£30 - 50 
186 
A silver plated early 20th century 
ladies belt.  
£40 - 60 
187 
A Georgian white metal coin set 
toddy ladle with antler handle 
together with three Georgian silver 
tea spoons.  
£40 - 60 
188 
A sterling silver part dressing table 
set with three white metal topped 
glass items.  
£50 - 80 
189 
A sterling silver cream jug together 
with a silver hip flask cup and a 
collection of salts and mustards.  
£60 - 80 
190 
A Sterling silver bowl. London 1980 
by Mappin and Webb. 172g 
£80 - 120 
191 
A Georgian sterling silver wine 
funnel. London 1812. 82g 
£40 - 60 
192 
A pair of Georgian sterling silver 
sauce ladles. London 1800/1815 by 
Thomas Wilkes Barker. 88g 
£30 - 50 
193 
A pair of Irish silver footed trays. 
500g 
£100 - 200 
194 
A sterling silver four footed 
sauceboat. Sheffield 1916 by 
Goldsmiths & Silversmiths Co Ltd. 
310g 
£80 - 120 
195 
A sterling silver wine funnel London 
1812 by John Mewburn. 122g 
£40 - 60 
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196 
A sterling silver tea strainer with 
silver slops bowl. 158g 
£50 - 80 
197 
An Irish white metal cream jug with 
embossed fruit and vine decoration. 
Irish harp and crown stamp to base. 
156g 
£50 - 80 
198 
A collection of sterling silver items 
to include a boxed set of 12 coffee 
spoons. A sterling silver bowl and 
other sterling items.  
£100 - 150 
199 
A large collection of silver plated 
wares. 
£60 - 80 
200 
A collection of electroplated wares.  
£40 - 60 
201 
A Georgian sterling silver footed 
salver with reeded edge. Edinburgh 
by James McKay 1813 together with 
a Georgian sterling silver barrel 
shaped mustard pot. 20ozt.  
£100 - 200 
202 
A collection of plated wares to 
include two tankards plus other 
items (6) 
£50 - 80 
203 
A sterling silver George III toddy 
spoon plus other sterling silver 
items.  
£60 - 80 
204 
A collection of silver and plate. 
£30 - 50 
205 
Two sets of silver plated napkin 
rings together with a silver plated 
box.  
£80 - 120 
206 
White metal Harlequin sugar tong 
and a imp tea caddy spoon in brass 
£20 - 30 
207 
A six piece set of flatware and 
knives by Christofle, Paris. Marked 
OC France.  
£300 - 500 
 
 

208 
A near complete extensive 8 person 
sterling silver flatware service 
retailed by Birks of Canada. 3200g 
plus a set of silver handled knives.  
£800 - 1,200 
209 
A collection of electroplated wares 
to include a coffee & tea pot, 
tankard plus other items 
£30 - 50 
210 
A boxed set of six sterling silver tea 
spoons together with a set of six 
sterling silver coffee spoons with 
bean finials. 114g 
£70 - 100 
211 
An early 20th century red and 
cream enamel desk set in fitted box, 
complete.  
£50 - 80 
212 
A  Russian Silver and 
Enamel/Cloisonne Spoon. Early 20th 
Century Period, Makers mark 
indistinct, St Petersburg Kokoshnik 
916 stamp. 18cm  
£100 - 200 
213 
An antler handled Georgian white 
metal coin set toddy ladle.  
£30 - 50 
214 
A sterling silver card case. 1.8ozt 
£40 - 60 
215 
A pair of sterling silver pin dishes.  
£20 - 40 
216 
A 9ct gold wrist watch on 
expandable plated strap.  
£40 - 60 
217 
A 9ct gold gentleman's wristwatch 
by Garrard. Gold case with gold face 
and batons. Date aperture at 3pm. 
On original Garrards leather strap. 
32mm case.  Original box.  
£200 - 300 
218 
Two sterling silver open faced key 
wind pocket watches. A Gents and 
ladies both with white enamel faces 
and subsidiary dials at 6pm. 44mm 
and 36mm face.  
£100 - 200 
 
 

219 
A vintage Newmark Crescent Water 
guard wrist watch. 6 Jewel 
movement, stainless steel case with 
ivory face and gold baton markers.  
33mm case.  
£40 - 60 
220 
A Gold plated half hunter crown 
wind pocket watch.  
£40 - 60 
221 
A gold plated vintage automatic 
gents wristwatch by Roamer 
Standard on expanding metal strap.  
£40 - 60 
222 
A mid century Gentleman's Tudor 
Rolex wrist watch. Stainless steel 
32mm case with gold face and baton 
markers. Manual wind movement. 
On a brown leather strap.  
£80 - 120 
222A 
A white metal hexagonal crown 
wind pocket watch by Elgin.  
£40 - 60 
224* 
A collection of high street fashion 
watches.  
*Please note this Lot is be subject to 
44% on the hammer price* 
£40 - 60 
225 
A white metal wristwatch by 
Hamilton. Quartz movement on 
white metal bracelet strap.  
£50 - 80 
226 
A Kenneth Cole Stainless steel wrist 
watch together with a stainless steel 
Klik watch.  
£80 - 120 
227 
A collection of watch makers parts, 
cogs, springs, glasses etc.  
£40 - 60 
227A 
A white metal gents pocket watch 
together with a white metal ladies 
pocket watch.  
£70 - 100 
228 
A Gucci yellow metal ladies cocktail 
watch on leather strap. Box and 
papers.  
£20 - 40 
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229 
A gold plated gentleman pocket 
watch. Crown wind with roman 
numeral markers, subsidiary dial at 
6.  
£30 - 50 
230 
A Ladies Art Deco white metal and 
marcasite cocktail watch on integral 
marcasite strap.  
£60 - 80 
231 
A Ladies Omega DeVille Quartz 
movement wristwatch in white 
metal with blue face and diamond 
baton markers.  2018 with Omega 
boutique receipt.  
£400 - 600 
232 
A white metal cased Goliath pocket 
watch together with three further 
white metal pocket watches.  
£100 - 150 
232A 
A gold plated ladies cocktail watch 
by Gruen.  
£40 - 60 
233 
A square faced gentleman's 
wristwatch by Winton. Rolled gold 
case on expanding bracelet strap.  
£50 - 80 
234 
A 14k gold Gentleman's wristwatch 
by Coressa Chronographe Swiss.  
£150 - 250 
235 
A gents vintage Seiko Kinetic 
Stainless steel 100m wristwatch 
with date and day aperture.  
£80 - 120 
236 
A collection of 20th century fashion 
watches.  
£40 - 60 
236A 
A 9ct gold ladies cocktail watch.  
£50 - 80 
237 
A 1970s gentleman's Omega 
Geneve automatic wristwatch , gold 
plated bracelet wristwatch with date 
aperture, gold coloured dial, baton 
hour markers, and sweep seconds 
hand. Working at time of listing.  
£100 - 200 
 
 
 

238 
A gold plated Raymond Weil ladies 
cocktail watch. Quartz movement 
on integral plate bracelet. Paper and 
extra bracelet link.  
£30 - 50 
239 
A Cartier Panthere Ladies stainless 
steel wrist watch,  yellow and white 
metal model.  
Quartz movement SN 66921019353.  
Original papers.  
£600 - 800 
240 
A Victorian yellow metal and golden 
Topaz metamorphic 
brooch/pendant. In original fitted 
box, retailed by Mackay Cunningham 
& Co Princess street Edinburgh. 
5cm(l) 
£600 - 800 
241 
A string of uniform pink cultured 
pearls with a 14k gold clasp. Each 
7mm Approx. 44cm.   
£80 - 120 
242 
An 18k gold gate link bracelet. 
18.3g.  
£250 - 350 
243 
A 9ct gold bangle bracelet with 
bright cut decoration. 7.5g 
£70 - 100 
244 
A 9ct gold curb link necklace. 30g 
40cm 
£200 - 300 
245 
A 19th century unmarked yellow 
metal diamond and Peridot flower 
ring set with six round cut peridots 
and old cut diamonds. Size N. 2.4g.  
£100 - 150 
246 
An 18k white gold sapphire and 
diamond ring set with marquis 
sapphires and brilliant cut diamonds. 
4.3g Size O .  
£150 - 180 
247 
A 15ct gold ruby and split pearl bar 
brooch. 3.7g.  
£50 - 80 
 
 
 
 
 

248 
A 9ct gold sapphire and diamond 
flower ring. Six single cut diamond 
with a surround of round single cut 
sapphires. Size O. 2.6g.  
£80 - 120 
249 
A collection of 9ct and yellow metal 
earrings. 8.5g 
£100 - 150 
250 
A 9ct gold heart shaped locket 
together with a 9ct crucifix pendant 
and two 9ct gold chain link 
necklaces. 5.2g 
£60 - 90 
251 
A collection of unmarked yellow 
metal items. Gross 12g  
£50 - 80 
252 
A collection of sterling silver and 
white metal items.  
£80 - 120 
253 
A collection of sterling silver and 
unmarked white metal jewellery. 
11.5ozt.  
£150 - 250 
254 
An 18k white gold and diamond 
ring. Set with three clusters of seven 
round brilliant cut diamonds with 
diamond set shoulders of uniform 
colour and clarity. Estimated clarity 
and colour VSI G/H colour Size M 
4.5g.  
£1,000 - 1,500 
255 
A pair of 18k white gold and 
diamond cluster earrings. Set 
throughout with round brilliant cut 
diamonds. 3.8g 
£400 - 600 
256 
An 18k white gold and diamond set 
pendant cross. Set with eleven 
round brilliant cut diamonds. 2.4g 
£300 - 500 
257 
An 18k rose gold and diamond 
openwork pendant set with 
intertwined lines of single cut 
diamonds and matching 18k rose 
gold chain link necklace. 3.2cm(l) 
6.5g  
£700 - 800 
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258 
An 18k white gold and diamond set 
bangle. Half set with marquise and 
round cut diamonds of uniform 
clarity and cut. Estimated Clarity 
VSI/II, G/H Colour. Approximate total 
diamond weight 3.00cts. 20g 
£2,000 - 3,000 
259 
A pair of 18k white gold and 
diamond earrings set throughout 
with round and marquise cut 
diamonds of uniform colour and 
clarity. Estimated VSI H/I colour. 
Estimated total diamond weight. 
1.60cts. 5.9g.  
£1,000 - 1,500 
260 
An 18k rose gold Emerald, Ruby and 
Diamond butterfly ring. Centrally set 
with single pear cut diamond, with 
single cut diamond, pink sapphire 
and ruby wings and marquise cut 
emerald eyes. Size O. 7g.  
£800 - 1,200 
261 
A pair of 18k rose gold and diamond 
chandelier earrings. Diamond set 
hoops with an openwork diamond 
set drop. Diamonds of uniform 
colour and clarity, estimated VSI, H/I 
colour. 12.4g.  
£1,500 - 2,000 
262 
An 18k white gold and diamond 
flower spray ring set throughout 
with clusters of single cut diamonds 
of uniform clarity and colour. Size O 
7.7g.  
£1,500 - 2,500 
263 
A Gentleman's 15k gold and 
diamond set signet ring. set with 
single round brilliant cut diamond. 
Size M. 5.7g  
£300 - 500 
264 
An 18k gold and diamond snow 
drop ring set throughout with round 
brilliant cut diamonds of uniform 
clarity and colour. estimated colour 
and clarity. VSI G/H colour. Size L 
5.3g 
£600 - 800 
 
 
 
 
 

265 
An 18k white gold tanzanite and 
diamond dress ring. Central oval 
free cut Tanzanite 8mm x 6mm with 
a surround of twelve round brilliant 
cut diamonds of uniform colour and 
clarity. Estimated total diamond 
weight 0.60cts. Size N 6.6g.  
£1,000 - 1,500 
266 
A pair of 18k white and diamond 
ear studs. Each set with cluster of 
round brilliant cut diamonds. 
Estimated total diamond weight 
2.00cts. Estimated VSII G/H colour. 
3.0g  
£1,000 - 1,500 
267 
A collection of 24K gold jewellery to 
include a  flower ring with two pairs 
of matching earrings. Total weight 
35g. Ring size M/N.  
£1,000 - 1,500 
268 
A pair of 18k white and rose gold 
diamond set earrings with three 
intertwined lines of single cut 
diamonds. 7.0g  
£500 - 800 
269 
A pair of 18k white gold and 
diamond earrings. Single cut half set 
diamond hoops with bale suspended 
diamond drop clusters. 3.1g.  
£500 - 600 
270 
A pair of 18k white gold and 
diamond hoop earrings set 
throughout with brilliant cut 
diamonds. 5.3g  
£400 - 600 
271 
A pair of 22k gold hoop earrings, 
each line set with 10 round brilliant 
cut diamonds in The Chanel style. 
4.4g.  
£500 - 800 
272 
An 18k white gold, Topaz and 
diamond pendant. Central free oval 
cut Swiss Blue Topaz 15mm x 13mm 
set below single cut diamond double 
line. 5.5g 
£800 - 1,200 
 
 
 
 
 

273 
A pair of 18k white gold and 
diamond earrings each set with 
three clusters of princess and 
marquise cut diamonds of uniform 
colour and clarity. Estimated: clarity  
VSI Colour G/H 4.4g.  
£500 - 600 
274 
An 18k white gold and diamond 
open work navette shaped dress 
ring Set with nine clusters of round 
brilliant cut diamonds and diamond 
set shoulders. Size N 7.2g.  
£1,500 - 2,500 
275 
An 18k white gold, diamond and 
gem set key pendant. Set 
throughout with single cut diamonds 
and pear cut Aquamarines , Garnet 
and fancy sapphires. 5cm(l). 5.0g.  
£600 - 800 
276 
A pair of  18k white gold and 
diamond half hoop earrings each set 
with five lines of single cut diamonds 
of uniform colour and clarity. 6.0g 
£500 - 600 
277 
An 18k white gold and diamond 
flower pendant and earrings set 
throughout with single cut diamonds 
with a pair of matching 18k gold 
diamond set earrings. 9.5g  
£1,000 - 1,500 
278 
A collection of sterling silver and 
white metal jewellery items to 
include rings, bracelets and 
necklaces 
£50 - 80 
279 
A 9ct gold sapphire and diamond 
dress ring together with a 9ct gold 
ring. Size M/O. and yellow metal and 
aquamarine pendant and earring set. 
10.5g total.  
£80 - 120 
280 
A 15k gold and cubic zirconia dress 
ring. Size U. 6g.  
£70 - 100 
281 
A 9ct gold bangle bracelet together 
with a 9ct gold fancy link bracelet. 
13.7g.  
£100 - 150 
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282 
A 10k gold (marked) and diamond 
Masonic signet ring set with black 
onyx panel and single cut diamond. 
6.5g. Size U.  
£50 - 80 
283 
Eight 9ct gold and gem/paste set 
rings of various sizes. 16.5g.  
£120 - 180 
284 
A 15ct gold and paste set dress ring. 
Size S. 6.6g 
£80 - 120 
285 
A yellow metal shell cameo brooch 
pendant. 7.4g 
£40 - 60 
286 
Three 9ct white metal gem set 
ladies rings. Size N. 6.6g.  
£60 - 90 
287 
A 15k gold and aquamarine 
bracelet. 4g.  
£50 - 80 
288 
A collection of costume jewellery.  
£30 - 50 
289 
White and yellow metal Modernist  
necklace with  Norsk Kifer mark to 
back on a 925 silver chain 
£50 - 80 
290 
A 9ct gentleman's signet ring set 
with square black intaglio panel. 2.3g  
£30 - 50 
291 
A 9ct gold rope twist necklace 
together with a 9ct gold fancy link 
bracelet. 7.3g 
£100 - 150 
292 
A collection of vintage couture 
jewellery to include Yves Saint 
Laurent necklaces and brooches, 
Joan Rivers earrings, Kenneth Lane 
earrings, Trifari set- gold & green, 
Givenchy necklace, Monet gold tone 
necklace and a Dior necklace and 
earring set. 
£60 - 80 
293 
Two 14k gold bangles. 19.6g 
£200 - 300 
 
 
 

294 
A 9ct gold openwork pendant on a 
9ct chain link necklace. 5g 
£70 - 100 
295 
A 14k gold and pink coral spray 
brooch together with a yellow metal 
bar brooch. 7.1g 
£100 - 150 
296 
14ct gold smoky quartz gentleman's 
signet ring and matching cufflinks. 
Ring size N 21g gross.  
£120 - 180 
297 
An unmarked yellow metal locket 
with enamel decoration on a rope 
twist yellow metal chain. 8g 
£40 - 60 
298 
An unmarked yellow metal 19th 
century Etruscan style wheel brooch 
set with turquoise cabochons and 
black enamel decoration. 5.3g 
£50 - 80 
299 
A 22k gold wedding band. 2.3g. Size 
Q 
£60 - 80 
300 
A white metal and amethyst brooch 
with seed pearl accents. 9g 
£30 - 50 
301 
A 925 silver filigree butterfly 
brooch. 10g  
£20 - 40 
302 
A 9ct gold crucifix pendant on a 9ct 
fancy link chain. 12g 
£80 - 120 
303 
An 18ct gold charm bracelet set 
throughout with 9ct charms. 43.2g 
gross 
£300 - 500 
304 
A 9ct gold gate link bracelet with 
9ct heart locket. 15.4g 
£80 - 120 
305 
A 9ct gold fancy link necklace. 
14.5g. 52cm 
£80 - 120 
306 
A suite of Victorian unmarked 
yellow metal and red garnet 
jewellery. 21.4g 
£60 - 80 

307 
A Victorian/Edwardian suite of 9ct 
gold and citrine jewellery. Bezel set, 
open backed large free cut oval 
citrine pendant on integral chain link 
necklace together with a pair of 
Chandelier clip earrings. 19g  
£100 - 200 
308 
A 9ct gold gents signet ring set with 
oval bloodstone panel. 7.7g Size 
S(fitted with 9ct sizing bar) 
£50 - 80 
309 
A 14k gold brooch in the form of a 
bicycle. 2.2g 
£70 - 100 
310 
A 14k gold Claddagh ring. 4.2g Size S  
£60 - 80 
311 
A 9ct gold gate link bracelet with 
9ct heart locket clasp. 28.6g 
£200 - 300 
312 
A pair of Sterling Silver Millennium 
cufflinks retailed by Harrods.  
£30 - 50 
313 
An early Victorian gold and enamel 
scent bottle. Flat circular pale blue 
enamel body to a gold and turquoise 
set top. (stopper present) enamel 
undamaged.  
£250 - 350 
314 
A 19th century gold and cut glass 
scent bottle, chased and engraved 
gold lid with carnelian top. 7.8cm 
£200 - 300 
315 
Georg Jensen Danish sterling silver 
brooch, designed by Arno 
Malinowski (1899-1976). Square 
shaped with birds either side a 
wheat sheaf. Model No 250, length 
39mm. Total weight 17.8g together 
with another Danish Silver brooch 
stamped SS. Silver.  
£150 - 250 
316 
A 925 silver and opal pendant 
necklace.  
£30 - 50 
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317 
An 18k gold ruby and diamond ring 
set with three free cut rubies and 
two old cut diamonds together with 
an 18k gold diamond line ring, four 
old cut diamonds, one vacant with a 
15ct gold pearl set snowflake 
brooch. 9g. 
£100 - 200 
318 
A sterling silver Scottish hard stone 
dirk brooch. 5cm together with a 
yellow metal gem set pendant.  
£30 - 50 
319 
A 19th century unmarked yellow 
metal paste set ring Size H 
£40 - 60 
320 
A Victorian 18ct gold turquoise and 
diamond dress ring, central 
turquoise cabochon with a surround 
of 14 old cut diamonds. Size M 3g.  
£150 - 250 
321 
An 9ct gold chain link necklace 
together with a two sided 9ct picture 
brooch, a 9ct bar brooch and 14k 
gold huntsman's brooch. 10.7g  
£80 - 120 
322 
A 22ct gold wedding band. 4.2g Size 
Q.  
£100 - 200 
323 
A hard stone agate oval pendant in 
yellow metal mount together with a 
yellow metal bracelet.  
£40 - 60 
324 
A 9ct gold rope twist necklace 
together with a 9ct rose cut diamond 
pendant and two yellow metal bar 
brooches. 9.2g gross.  
£60 - 80 
325 
A 9ct gold and opal ring. Oval 
cabochon opal 20mm x 15mm. size L  
£80 - 120 
326 
A 9ct gold and black opal doublet 
ring. Size R 
£60 - 80 
327 
Obsidian glass type necklace - non 
crystal structure  
£60 - 80 
 
 

328 
A 14k gold sapphire and diamond 
ring. Central round cut sapphire with 
single cut diamond accents. 2g. size L 
£100 - 150 
329 
Two Art Nouveau 9ct pendants.  
£100 - 200 
330 
A marcasite lapel watch together 
with two pieces of Victorian 
marcasite jewellery.  
£40 - 60 
331 
A 9ct gold gents signet ring. Size W. 
4.2g  
£50 - 80 
332 
An 18ct gold and platinum single 
stone diamond ring. Central brilliant 
cut diamond in four claw setting. 2g. 
size K.  
£150 - 250 
333 
A sterling silver abstract pendant on 
chain set with two baroque pearls 
by Mappin and Webb. 24g. 
£40 - 60 
334 
A 9ct gold shell cameo brooch. 7.5g 
4cm x 3.2cm 
£60 - 80 
335 
A platinum single stone diamond 
ring central emerald cut diamond 
5.5mm x 4.5mm in a four claw 
corner setting. Size J  
£750 - 1,000 
336 
An unmarked white and yellow 
metal Victorian bangle bracelet set 
with cabochon turquoise (one 
vacant. In fitted red leather box.)  
£40 - 60 
337 
A 9ct gold and single stone CZ ring.. 
Size Q.  
£20 - 40 
338 
A 9ct gold gentleman's signet ring 
bearing the three lions England 
football emblem. 8.3g Size U.  
£100 - 200 
339 
A 9ct gold and opal ladies dress 
ring. Size Q. 3.4g.  
£50 - 80 
 
 

340 
Three 9ct illusion set diamond rings. 
5.3g 
£100 - 150 
341 
Three 9ct gold and cubic zirconia 
rings. 6.5g 
£60 - 90 
342 
A 9ct gold crucifix pendant on a 9ct 
gold lobster clasp. 6.1g 
£100 - 150 
343 
A Gentleman's yellow metal signet 
ring marked 18k 750. With raised 
central Mercedes logo cartouche. 
17g. size U.  
£400 - 500 
344 
A 9ct gold and red garnet cluster 
ring with textured shoulders. 6.5g 
Size M.  
£80 - 120 
345 
A pair of 9ct gold hoop earrings. 
6.6g.  
£50 - 80 
346 
An 18ct gold single stone diamond 
ring. Central princess cut diamond in 
a four claw corner setting. With a 
BGI Cert stating the diamond is 
0.23ct. E-F Colour, estimated SI1. 
Size M. 2.5g.  
£200 - 300 
 
347 
An 18ct gold three stone diamond 
ring. Three brilliant cut diamonds in 
an openwork setting. Size N 3.0g.  
£250 - 350 
348 
An 18ct gold and diamond knot ring 
set with central brilliant cut diamond 
with star set single cut diamond 
accents. 5.5g Size O.  
£250 - 350 
349 
A sterling silver charm bracelet set 
with silver and white metal charms, 
together with a silver curb link 
bracelet.  
£100 - 200 
350 
A collection of costume jewellery to 
include necklaces, earrings, brooches 
and a white metal compact. 
£30 - 40 
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351 
A pair of 18ct gold and diamond ear 
studs. Each set with 3mm brilliant 
cut diamond in a collar setting. 1.8g  
£200 - 300 
352 
A 9ct gold sapphire and diamond 
ring. Central oval cut sapphire with a 
surround of single cut diamonds. 
Size N 3.5g.  
£70 - 100 
353 
A 9ct gold gentleman's signet ring. 
8.5g Size V.  
£100 - 200 
354 
An 18ct gold fancy link bracelet. 
16.2g 
£300 - 500 
355 
An 18ct gold pendant and chain, set 
with central synthetic emerald cut 
Ruby. 9.5g 
£200 - 300 
 
356 
Two 9ct gold and amethyst ladies 
dress rings both set with large free 
cut amethyst in an open work 
setting. Both size N. 9.5g 
£100 - 200 
357 
A 9ct gold box link chain together 
with a yellow metal pendant set with 
free cut smoky quartz. 10g  
£100 - 200 
358 
A yellow metal gem set full eternity 
ring(some vacant stones) 2.3g Size 
M.  
£40 - 60 
359 
A 9ct gold knot ring. 2g. Size P.  
£40 - 60 
360 
A 9ct gold curb link part Albert 
chain with lobster clasp and yellow 
metal watch fob. 12g.  
£100 - 200 
361 
An unmarked white metal bracelet 
torque. 3ozt.  
£30 - 50 
362 
An unmarked yellow metal emerald 
and diamond ring set with three  
step cut emeralds and two old 
brilliant cut diamonds. 6g. Size N.   
£250 - 350 

363 
An 18ct white gold ruby and 
diamond full eternity ring. 3.8g. Size 
R.  
£100 - 200 
364 
An 18ct white gold and diamond 
1.70ct single stone ring -Central  Old 
European cut diamond in an eight 
claw setting, approximate diamond 
size 7.33 x 7.28 x 4.57mm estimated 
weight - 1.70 carats. Size:M.  
£5,000 - 7,000 
365 
A collection of bead necklaces to 
include a tigers eye quartz strand, a 
carved red coral bangle together 
with a Bakelite elasticated bracelet.  
£50 - 80 
366 
Two 9ct gold and opal rings. A five 
stone and three stone. 3.3g  
£70 - 100 
367 
Four Amber necklaces, one in  old 
egg yolk colour, 3 x  in Honey Amber 
plus some Amber chips in a leather 
circular box with lid. 
£40 - 60 
368 
A pair of 18ct White Gold earrings, 
By Tolkowsky. stamped '750' 
engraved T 0.58, Centre Stones. Two 
natural diamonds Round Brilliant. 
Total weight 0.44 Carat. Colour 
grade G-H. With certificate of 
Authenticity.  
£500 - 800 
369 
A collection of silver and yellow 
metal cuff links.  
£40 - 60 
370 
A carved cameo brooch in a yellow 
metal mount together with a quartz 
crystal brooch.  
£30 - 50 
371 
A 9ct gold and diamond two stone 
cross over ring in an illusion setting. 
Size L  
£80 - 120 
372 
A 9ct gold and hard stone cabochon 
ring. 2.3g Size L 
£50 - 80 
375 
A white metal and hard stone 
pendant bead necklace. 85g. 

£60 - 80 
376 
A collection of silver and white 
metal items.  
£60 - 80 
377 
A yellow metal curb link bracelet. 
£20 - 40 
378 
A collection of sterling silver and 
white metal items.  
£30 - 50 
379 
A 9ct gold bangle. 12.5g  
£80 - 120 
380 
A collection of yellow metal tie pins 
and cuff links.  
£30 - 50 
381 
Two shell cameo brooches together 
with  a cameo ring.  
£60 - 80 
382 
An 18th/19th century large Pink 
Coral necklace, the graduated beads 
of cylindrical shape, Largest bead 
30mm x 15mm. 102cm length. 912g.  
£200 - 300 
383 
An important large red coral bead 
necklace 18th/19th Century. Largest 
bead 35mm x 15mm. Approximately 
960g. 102cm 
£200 - 300 
 
384 
A 925 silver suite of jewellery set 
with oval ceramic panels by 
Limoges  
£100 - 200 
385 
Two unmarked yellow metal and 
opal rings. Size J/P 
£80 - 120 
386 
Two unmarked yellow metal and 
opal cabochon rings,size J/P 
£80 - 120 
387 
A string of amber coloured beads. 
80g 
£50 - 80 
388 
An 18ct gold and platinum single 
stone diamond ring. Bright cut panel 
with central illusion set single cut 
diamond. 3g size K 
£80 - 120 
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389 
An unmarked yellow metal sapphire 
and diamond ring. One sapphire 
vacant. 3.5g. Size P.  
£100 - 150 
390 
A collection of costume jewellery.  
£40 - 60 
391 
A collection of costume jewellery.  
£40 - 60 
392 
Two items of costume jewellery  
£20 - 40 
393 
A 9ct gold open work pendant set 
with central cabochon turquoise on 
a yellow metal chain together with a 
9ct bar brooch set with turquoise 
and split pearls. 4g.  
£60 - 80 
394 
Three hard stone bead necklaces 
plus another 
£50 - 80 
395 
A Mexican 925 silver and turquoise 
panel bracelet together with two 
other white metal bracelets.  
£40 - 60 
396 
A collection of sterling silver and 
white metal jewellery items 
together with a sterling silver vesta.  
£40 - 60 
397 
Three pieces of mourning jewellery. 
A double sided unmarked yellow 
metal picture pendant and yellow 
metal locket with black enamel 
decoration 'not lost but gone before' 
and a yellow metal split pearl and 
black enamel brooch.  
£80 - 120 
398 
A collection of sterling silver and 
white metal items.  
£40 - 60 
399 
A string of glass and enamel beads 
together with a string of blue beads.  
£30 - 50 
400 
An early 20th century sterling silver 
bangle bracelet with chased 
decoration, a white metal locket and 
a green bead necklace with gilt brass 
decoration.  
£50 - 80 

401 
Three 22ct wedding bands . largest 
size Q. 20.5g.  
£400 - 500 
402 
A collection of bead jewellery from 
Western Papua New Guinea - from 
the Strickland and Fly River region 
from the native people known as the 
Biami people.  
 The beads were given as a present 
to a film maker when he visited the 
Biami people to film them in 1971 
and known at the time to be still be 
practicing cannibalism.  
£80 - 120 
403 
A Hematite necklace and two items 
of Tigers eye quartz jewellery.  
£40 - 60 
405 
A collection of sterling silver and 
white metal jewellery.  
£50 - 80 
No Lot  
 

Pictures, Prints  
& Books 
 
407 
A coloured etching map of South 
Wales, Glamorgan,  
Brecon and Radnor from the survey 
by Greenwood and Co.  
In glazed frame,  
68cm x 75cm 
£20 - 40 
408 
David Cox RA (British, 1783-1859) 
Oil on canvas 
Village scene 
£80 - 120 
409 
Macintyre. English School 
Oil on Canvas 
Thames Barge 
Signed bottom left and dated 1900 
59cm x 49cm 
*This Lot May Be Subject To Artist's 
Resale Rights* 
£80 - 120 
410 
Three framed pictures together 
with a still life mounted on board 
(4) 
£30 - 50 
 
 

411 
L. Mann (English School) Seascape 
Oil on canvas 
Signed lower left  
42 x 61cm  
Together with another painting by 
B.G. Sanderson (20th century English 
School), oil on board, signed and 
dated lower right, 41 x 50.5cm (2) 
£40 - 60 
412 
Sheila Penelope Dunbar Walker 
An etching print ,  
Signed 
£20 - 40 
413 
Jacobus Houbraken (1698-1780) 
after Peter Paul Rubens 
Thomas Howard, Earl of Arundel 
Engraving  
Published by J & P Knapton, London, 
1744 
37 x 23cm 
£20 - 40 
414 
Oil on canvas 
Forest scene  
Indistinctly signed 
£30 - 50 
415 
Richard Westall RA (English, 1765-
1836) 
Portrait of Women Picking Flowers  
Watercolour 
34.5 x 25.5cm Framed - 46cm x 58cm 
£30 - 40 
416 
M. Fairclough.  
Oil on Canvas 
44cm x 56cm, Framed - 54cm x 65cm 
*This Lot May Be Subject To Artist's 
Resale Rights* 
£100 - 150 
417 
Caroline Bullock 1947 
Oil on board  
'Mile End  Mansion' 
27 x 34.5cm 
£50 - 80 
418 
J.P Bouchanel 
Limoges porcelain panel 
Depicting A Naval Engagement 
during the Napoleonic Era 
Hand painted (over transfer print) 
Unframed 28 x 15cm 
Framed 45 x 32cm  
£50 - 80 
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419 
William Lionel Wyllie (5 July 1851 - 6 
April 1931) 
2 x pencil etchings 
Etching - Whitby Bay Fish Market, by 
W.L. Wyllie, signed and framed 
Etching - Sound of Kerrera from 
Oban across the Bay 
He has been described as "the most 
distinguished marine artist of his 
day."Etchings shown at the Royal 
Academy, the Dowdeswell Galleries 
and the Fine Art Society plus many 
more. 
£60 - 80 
420 
Glynis Owen Jones 
Limited edition 3/25 
Licensed reproduction 
59cm x 42cm   Framed - 77cm x 
60cm 
£30 - 50 
421 
Paul Klee (1879-1940, Swiss).   'The 
brown camel' 
Licensed reproduction 
25cm x 23cm   Framed -  43cm x 
41cm  
Framed watercolour - Blue Church 
Indistinctly Signed 
30cm x 54cm   Framed - 37cm x 
61cm (2) 
£60 - 80 
422 
A North African Watercolour of a 
city scene 
Indistinctly signed bottom left 
40cm x 18cm    Framed 51cm x 41cm  
£20 - 40 
423 
Paul Klee.1879-1940, Swiss 
Propaganda. 1939 
Reproduction print. Tate gallery 
label verso. Framed. 43cm x 32cm.  
£60 - 80 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

424 
Georges Braque 
'Giroflee Blue' 
Lithograph 
Unsigned 
20cm x 28cm    Framed - 48cm x 
57cm 
£100 - 200 
425 
Raymond Taylor - The Slade School 
of Fine Art - mixed media  
4 x  abstract pictures  
'Arrest' 2008      14cm x 10cm 
'Tumble' 1997    14cm x 10cm   
'Equal Thirds' 1990 plus another 
Dimensions 270cm(W) x 140cm(H) 
(2) 
£100 - 150 
426 
1983 New Orleans Jazz and Heritage 
Festival Framed Poster by Hugh 
Ricks 
5025/12, 500  
52cm x 79cm 
£50 - 80 
427 
A picture entitled "Three Elms" 
contemporary art by Georg Guest  
The signed and limited Print 
(54/150) is framed behind glass. 
Christie's label on the back.  
35cm x 46cm   Framed  52cm x 64cm 
£20 - 40 
428 
An oriental decoupage picture of 
four figures together with another 
smaller and a framed wood block 
type script (3) 
£40 - 60 
429 
Kunisada   
signed - O ju Toyokuni Ga 
1786 - 1864  
An original woodblock print probably 
designed for an uchiwa (fan) 
Date: circa 1855. (In 1844 Kunisada 
took the name Toyokuni lll) 
Dimensions 22cm x 24cm Mounted 
& framed 38.5cm x 40.5cm 
£80 - 120 
430 
Utagawa Kuniyoshi   1798-1861 
Print - framed 
'The Ghost of Sogoro'   
20.5 x 29.5 
£30 - 50 
 
 
 

431 
A 19th century Japanese  woodcut 
print of a lady together plus another 
Japanese print 
£60 - 80 
432 
Nine Japanese wood cut framed 
pictures Dated 1893 
£50 - 80 
433 
Bryan Organ 1935 
'Owl and Eagle' from the wild Birds 
series 
A set of four original signed 
Lithographs - framed  
24cm 29.5cm    Framed 40cm x 
45.5cm 
£80 - 120 
434 
JC Graham Illingworth (b. 1953),  
Two Limited edition colour 
lithograph prints.  
£80 - 120 
435* 
Three modern prints and a framed 
and glazed mixed media picture.  
String  39cm x 57cm  Framed - 64cm 
83cm 
Lion  40cm x 61cm  in frame 
42cm x 42cm   Framed - 80cm x 
80cm 
*Please note this Lot is be subject to 
44% on the hammer price* 
£30 - 50 
436* 
J. Shury after W. Hardbrick 
The Royal Crescent, Bath, Taken 
from the Park 
Engraving in colours, published by 
W. Everitt, Bath, 1844 
11.5 x 17.5cm 
Together with another by Shury, 
after J. Appleby, 'Laura Place & 
Great Pulteney Street, Bath', 1850 
(2) 
*Please note this Lot is be subject to 
44% on the hammer price* 
£30 - 40 
437 
Two Art Deco style Cointreau 
advertising prints 
£20 - 40 
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438* 
Two unframed photographed prints 
of birds on card  
Pelican - 60cm x 42cm 
Green bird - 40cm x 50cm 
*Please note this Lot is be subject to 
44% on the hammer price* 
£10 - 20 
439 
Twenty five Japanese prints in  
paper wallet  
32cm x 25cm 
£50 - 80 
440 
Two Japanese silk Embroideries - 
Higuchi & Co - Made in Japan - red 
stamp marks   
No 3 & 4  
No 3 depicting Mount Fuji autumn 
colours  
No 4 depicting Mount Fuji black and 
grey silk with gold silk thread 
£40 - 60 
441* 
Rajab, Stacy. 'Purple & White Bulbs' 
2019.  
Limited printing; 15 of 100 with 
certificate of authenticity,  
8 x10cm  
Along with two other prints by same 
artist; 'Black & White Flower Stem' 8 
x 10cm  with certificate of 
authenticity and 'Retro Squares'. 8 x 
10cm 
*Please note this Lot is be subject to 
44% on the hammer price* 
£20 - 40 
442 
20th century newspaper one to 
include the Daily Graphic dated 
17/4/1912 - reporting about the 
sinking of the Titanic and lives lost 
plus the Collier's The National 
Weekly 
£20 - 40 
443 
After Jolocus Hondius (16th 
century) 
An early copper plate engraving (c. 
1580) of South West England, 
double-sided  
37 x 46.5cm 
£60 - 80 
 
 
 
 
 
 

444 
Gabor Peterdi (Hungarian-
American, 1915-2001) 
'Black Bull'  
Seven line engravings on copper, 
with a preface by Sherry Mangan 
(signed) 
1939, Jeanne Bucher Editions, Paris 
Limited edition portfolio numbered 
16/57, in presentation box 
The largest print measuring 39.5 x 
29.5cm  
Each print signed and numbered in 
pencil (7) 
£200 - 300 
445 
A collection of music leaves, c.1745, 
with coloured illustrations, the 
largest of which measures 25 x 
20cm, together with a large quantity 
of prints, a number depicting cattle 
(qty)  
£40 - 60 
446 
B.G. Benno (20th century) 
'La Recontre Sur Le Chemin' (The 
Meeting on the Way) 
Mixed media on paper 
Signed and dated 1936 upper right  
16.5 x 22cm  
Together with an abstract pencil 
drawing, signed 'Jelan 50' (2)  
£40 - 60 
447 
After Francisco Goya (Spanish, 
1746-1828) 
'Le Prisonnier' (The Little Prisoner)  
Etching on laid paper 
9.5 x 7cm 
Published by Gazette des Beaux-
Arts, Paris 
Ex. Folio Fine Art, London (label 
verso) 
£60 - 80 
448 
German School 
A collection of prints depicting 
Hamburg, presented in a portfolio 
'Original Kunstmappe II, 
Sonderauflage des Puttkamper-
Verlages' 
Limited edition no. 230 
Each print signed in pencil lower 
right 
The largest print measuring 26 x 
18.5cm (8) 
£30 - 40 
 
 

449 
Giovanni Zuin (20th century) 
Portrait of a Woman  
Print 
Signed, inscribed and dated 1987  
30.5 x 23cm 
£20 - 30 
450 
Karl Bodmer (Swiss-French, 1809-
1893)  
'Offering of the Mandan Indians'     c. 
1839 
Vignette XIV from Travels in the 
Interior of North America, by Prince 
Maximilian Zu Wied-Neuwid 
Etching with aquatint, in hand-
colouring, heightened with gum-
arabic  
Bodmer blind stamp 
24 x 31cm  
£150 - 250 
451 
J. Outrim after Sir Edwin Landseer  
The Cavalier's Pets  
Engraving  
18.5 x 14cm 
Together with eighteen further 
prints depicting dogs (19)  
£20 - 30 
452 
Alexander Kanoldt (German, 1881-
1939) 
Town in the Mountains 
Print on wove 
Signed and dated 1924 in pencil 
lower right 
23.5 x 33cm 
Together with three further prints, 
indistinctly signed (4)  
£100 - 200 
453 
A large collection of 19th century 
engraved maps, to include a number 
of the British Isles, parts of Europe 
and Asia, some coloured, engraved 
by J. & C. Walker, sheet size 40 x 
34cm (qty)  
£30 - 40 
454 
After F. Leuba (19th century) 
Les Champignons Comestibles, 1890 
A large collection of coloured 
lithographs published by H. Furrer, 
Neuchatel 
35 x 25cm (over 40 plates, and with 
title page)  
£100 - 200 
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455 
Samuel Sangster after H.W. 
Pickersgill  
'A Syrian Maid' 
Print c. 1850 
24.5 x 18.5cm  
Together with a large collection of 
other 19th century prints, to include 
'Youth and Pleasure', after Etty, 'The 
Peep O'Day Boy's Cabin' after Sir D. 
Wilkie, and a quantity of coloured 
plates from 'Du Cabinet de Mr 
Poullain'  (qty) 
£80 - 120 
456 
Dubourg after Manshirch 
'Finland Bear Hunting' 
Print, published 1813, London 
13 x 17.5cm 
Together with 7 further prints of 
foreign field sport, and a large 
collection of prints and written 
material on golf, early 20th century, 
together with a number of loose 
pages from Punch (qty)  
£40 - 60 
460 
Seven Charles Dickens novels - 7 
Hardbacks to include David 
Copperfield, Barnaby Rudge, Bleak 
House, Little Dorritt - Illustrated by 
Phiz,  The old Curiosity Shop, Martin 
Chuzzlewitt and Nicholas Nickleby 
Publisher Chapman & Hall 
£30 - 50 
461 
A quantity of hard back reference 
books. Mostly British ceramics and 
porcelain (15) 
£100 - 200 
462 
William and the Witch - Richmal 
Crompton. George 1964. Hardcover. 
Condition: Very Good. Dust Jacket 
Condition: Good. Covers & Spine: 
boards are clean, unstained and flat, 
spine is intact and solid with minimal 
bumping or scuffing, gilt lettering. 
Binding: very firm throughout. Pages 
& Markings: unstained, no markings, 
Dust Jacket: quite reasonable, with 
some minor wear and tear mainly 
around the edges 
£40 - 60 
463 
A collection of art and antique 
reference books (4) 
£20 - 40 
 

464 
A collection of seven Paul Hamlyn 
hardback books 'Landmarks of the 
Worlds Art' together with a copy of 
David Shepherd 'The man and his 
paintings' (8) 
£10 - 20 
465 
An early 19th century leaf from 
Ulster County Gazette, Saturday, 
January 4th, 1800, sheet dimensions 
- 43 x 28cm  
£30 - 40 
466 
Burne-Jones (Sir Edward, First 
Baronet, 1833-98) 
Autograph postcard, signed 'Burne-
Jones' to Robert Guraut 
(Hammersmith, art supplier, restorer 
and framer) 
Dated 13th August 1892  
7.4 x 11.2cm 
Together with other items, including 
a printed postcard announcing the 
marriage of Sydney Cockerell, 1907, 
another with a change of address, 
1908, an envelope from the 
Kelmscott Press and a newspaper 
cutting on the closing of the 
Kelmscott Press (5)  
£80 - 100 
467 
A 19th Century Land Indenture 
document for a property at number 
395 The Strand, London.  
Double sided in glazed frame.  
Dated 1868. Document  
59cm x 72cm 
£30 - 50 
No Lot 

 
Collectors Items’, 
Ceramics & Glassware 
 
470 
Two letter openers and two knives.  
£20 - 40 
471 
A small chess set with wooden 
board and storage drawers.  
21cm x 21cm 
£20 - 40 
472 
Vintage 1920’s Bonzo glass inkwell,  
metal collar band that forms the 
collar  
£20 - 40 
 

473 
A mid 20th century plated hood 
ornament/ car mascot, possibly for 
a Packard/Cadillac. On a stepped 
wooden base. 18cm high including 
base.  
£150 - 200 
474 
A DESMO CHROME PAINTED CAR 
MASCOT in the form of a leaping 
leopard, 18cm long, with stamped 
mark to base.  
£80 - 120 
475 
A small roman glass flask or 
'Unguentarium' with applied glass 
trail to neck and body, together with 
a smaller roman glass vessel.  
Taller one 12cm 
£60 - 80 
476 
Semi-precious stone terrestrial 
globe on gilt metal stand. 
£100 - 200 
477 
A small wooden carved Netsuke of a  
mouse.  
£40 - 60 
478 
A 19th century Spelter figure 'Au 
Vainqueur' on wooden plinth 
£50 - 80 
479 
Two cocktail shakers to include a 
twist recipe example together with 
a hip flask and a turned steel 'shot' 
£20 - 40 
480 
A Near Eastern Bactrian seated 
male statuette. 
2nd -1st Millennium BC. With one 
similar.  
£100 - 150 
481 
A serpentine lidded pot together 
with a Tunbridge ware style 
octagonal lidded box and two similar 
'East Asian' cylindrical wooden pots 
£30 - 50 
482 
An art deco green onyx cigarette 
box with lapis lazuli inlay. George 
Betjeman & Son Ltd 1936 marked 
Aspreys, gilt silver hinge 
£40 - 60 
483 
A North American style model 
canoe of bark construction 
£20 - 40 
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484 
A 19th century North African dagger 
with leather hilt and pommel 
contained within a tooled leather 
sheath 
£10 - 20 
485 
Four novelty composite figures of 
'Betty Boop' 
£100 - 150 
486 
An early 20th century Chinese Mah-
jong set in leather carry case with 
stands. (complete) 
£30 - 50 
487 
A fruit wood table top snuff box 
with lacquered interior and carved 
top with inscription 'Retour de 
Chasse d' Henri IV'  
£20 - 40 
488 
A scratch built model of 32 gun 
Frigate Espanola 1780. 66cm x 
52cm.  
£20 - 40 
489 
An early 19th Century black lacquer 
and papier mache sewing work box 
cabinet having abalone shell 
decoration in the  manner of 
Bettridge and Jennens, with original 
fitted interior. 26cm x 27cm 
£400 - 600 
490 
A 19th century mahogany dressing 
mirror. The shield mirror over 
serpentine front box base, fitted 
with three drawers. 
£40 - 60 
491 
A brown painted metal military 
ammunition box dated 1944 
£20 - 40 
492 
A collection of brass and copper 
items (6) 
£20 - 40 
493 
A black plastic framed 'Welcome' 
sign  
Dimensions 120cm(L) x 30cm(H) 
£50 - 80 
494 
Pirelli calendar 1997 - boxed with 
four original photograph negatives.  
£80 - 120 
 
 

495 
Two Japanese / Chinese Lacquered 
pillow headrest - hand painted  
£40 - 60 
496 
Insurance company lead fire marks 
together with a cast alloy mark and 
one other of pressed copper - 
framed - (Notts and Derby, London 
and Lancashire) 
£100 - 200 
497 
A collection of 20th century British 
and worldwide stamps 
£20 - 40 
498 
A Mauchline ware box with central 
pictorial scene of The Square at 
Grantown. 
£40 - 60 
499 
A noblest Zhenjue 930 black golden 
cap carved ring fountain pen. 
£20 - 30 
500 
An 18th century pearl ware large 
tankard in the Chinese style 
depicting a stylized four toed dragon 
in under glaze blue. 
£150 - 250 
501 
A 19th century cream ware pottery 
pint tankard relief moulded with 
period tavern scenes. (16cmH) 
£40 - 60 
502 
Reli Washbourne  plate 
commemorating the 600th 
anniversary of the gratury charter to 
Bristol 1373-1973 - fine china  
£150 - 250 
503 
A modern Moorcroft squat form 
vase with typical stylised pipe work 
decoration with areas of raised relief 
£50 - 80 
504 
A Doulton Lambeth stone ware jug 
together with a similar small 
baluster shaped vase and a biscuit 
barrel. 
£50 - 80 
505 
A Lladro porcelain figure of a seated 
girl with a goose together with a 
Lladro porcelain figural lamp base. 
AF 
£80 - 120 
 

506 
A George Jones majolica lidded pot 
moulded in relief with blossoming 
branches and woven wicker band to 
lid and base on turquoise ground 
£80 - 120 
507 
An 18th century French 'Chantilly' 
plate by Semson in the Kahiemon 
style, red hunting horn mark to base 
together with another similar plate. 
Diameter 23cm 
£80 - 120 
508 
A 19th century Japanese Imari 
pattern footed shallow bowl with 
scalloped edge. 
Diameter 30cm  
£60 - 80 
509 
Five pieces of 18th century pottery 
all painted in under glaze blue to 
include a small Worcester bowl and 
terrine.  
£200 - 250 
510 
A 19th century Staffordshire pottery 
'Imari pattern' teapot  
£100 - 200 
511 
Two similar circa 1900, Llanelli 
pottery cockerel plates with blue 
sponge decorated borders together 
with one other smaller plate of the 
same pottery style. 
27cm(W) x 24.5cm 
Sarah Roberts or Auntie Sal as she 
was known worked at the Llanelli 
Pottery for over forty years and is 
chiefly associated with the 
decoration of these iconic Welsh 
plates. 
£100 - 200 
512 
A Victorian Pratt ware pot lid. 'The 
village wedding' by Teniers Pinx. F & 
R Pratt and Co 
£40 - 60 
513 
A 19th century blue & white 
transfer printed meat plate, 
together with a Royal Doulton 
'Bunnykins' bowl & mug, copper jelly 
mould etc 
£20 - 40 
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514 
A 20th century Oriental ceramic 
vase with bronzed metal 
decoration.  
Hand painted with scenes of 
warriors in battle. 45.5cm(H)  
£30 - 50 
515 
A 20th century large Chinese 
porcelain footed bowl painted in the 
famille rose pattern with four 
character marks to base. 
35.5cm(D) x 16cm(H) 
£100 - 200 
516 
A Royal Worcester cabinet cup and 
saucer in fine pink and gilt 
decoration with dot mark for 1921. 
£40 - 60 
517 
A set of three graduated 'Copper 
Lustre' glazed jugs marked Creigiau 
pottery, Cardiff, Wales 
£20 - 30 
518 
Lladro Porcelain 'Cook in Trouble’ 
Boy Chef & Pig Figurine  was 
sculpted by Vincente Martinez and 
issued in 1969  
Lladro Figurine - 'Girl with Milk Pail & 
Duck'  
Lladro "Little Duck" (produced from 
1969-2001).  
£80 - 120 
519 
Eleven coloured  Alabaster Italian 
marble Easter eggs 
£40 - 60 
520 
An Italian study of an Art Deco style 
woman with fur cape, by Amilcare 
Santini incised signature to front. 
42cm 
£30 - 50 
521 
A pair of  60's/70's stone ware jugs - 
Sydney Justin Winchcombe (1927-
78) Lidded pot blue brown pot (LD) 
plus other items (7) 
£40 - 60 
522 
Three Aldermaston studio pottery 
bowl by Elizabeth Frith -Powel 
together with an Aldermaston lidded 
jar 
£30 - 50 
 
 
 

523 
A Marianne De Trey stone ware jug 
(1913-2016)   in Pattern 'S' (shell 
imprint mark to foot) together with a 
tankard of the same pattern 
£40 - 60 
524 
A large quantity of Portmerion 
'Botanical Garden' table ware  
£50 - 80 
525 
Three Oriental style ceramic 
teapots.  
£20 - 40 
526 
An Ewenny 'Clay Pits' baluster 
shaped vase with mottled glaze 
decoration (23cm) together with a 
similar cream jug (10)cm) 
£60 - 80 
527 
A copper and ceramic jelly mould 
together with a collection of ceramic 
items.  
£40 - 60 
528 
Retro Palissy Royal Worcester 
Contessa Design coffee set 
To include 6 x saucers, 6 x cups, 
coffee pot, milk and sugar jug 
£40 - 60 
529 
Jardinière stand and pot - green slip 
glazed  
64cm (H) 
£30 - 50 
530* 
A 20th Century Japanese style gilt 
baluster shaped vase. 
*Please note this Lot is be subject to 
44% on the hammer price* 
£20 - 40 
531 
A 1960's 'Homemaker'  plate,  Solian 
Ware -  Soho Pottery Ltd - dish, 
Cobridge - England Commemorative 
mug -  Coronation of King George V 
& Queen Elizabeth May 1937. Plus 
Vintage King George V & Queen 
Mary Silver Jubilee beaker, 1950's 
Barratts of Staffordshire cups and 
saucers, Royal Venton Ware, Royal 
Legion limited edition plate 'Field 
Poppy' plus others  
£30 - 40 
 
 
 
 

532 
Two matched 19th century 
Staffordshire sandwich plates.  
'Rural Felicity and The Happy Party’ 
19cm and 18cm.       
£20 - 40 
533 
A 20th century Parian figure of a 
classical maiden. 
41cm(H) 
£40 - 60 
534* 
Thirty vintage Bourne Stone ware 
Denby bottles salt glaze early 20th 
century. 7.5cm(H) 
*Please note this Lot is be subject to 
44% on the hammer price* 
£20 - 40 
535* 
ANTIQUE GRAY & Sons Portobello 
White Stoneware 1lb Marmalade 
Jars x 30 
*Please note this Lot is be subject to 
44% on the hammer price* 
£20 - 40 
536 
A NAO porcelain figure of a sleeping 
girl together with a Lladro figure of a 
girl with a bonnet 
£30 - 50 
537 
A collection of stoneware and studio 
pottery items 
£10 - 20 
538 
Two pieces of Oriental style pottery.  
£10 - 20 
539 
An 18th Century Worcester 
Porcelain Sauce boat., decorated 
with the Oriental country scene in 
under glaze blue 24cm x 10cm 
£800 - 1,200 
540 
An 18th century lobed pearl ware 
sauce boat hand painted in under 
glaze blue with an oriental  scene. 
8.5cm(H) x 22.5cm(L) x 10cm(W)  
£200 - 300 
541 
A Poutney's of Bristol 
tester/advertising plate with 
transfer prints of famous early 20th 
century restaurant and hotel stamps. 
23cm.  
£40 - 60 
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542 
A large 18th century Swansea pearl 
ware tea pot. 'Susanna Wing' 1798.  
Provenance: Sir Leslie Joseph 
Collection.  
24cm high. 28cm wide. 
£1,000 - 1,500 
543 
A pair of 18th Century  Worcester 
porcelain double  lipped twin 
handled sauce boat moulded with 
flutes, the under glaze blue 
decoration, hand painted with 
Oriental river scene 
Size 19.5cm x 17cm 
£100 - 150 
544 
An Oriental style eggshell porcelain 
tea set 
£10 - 20 
545 
A black glass scent bottle of 'Ooloo 
the cat' by Potter and 
Moore(1929)together with a Royal 
Albert figure of 'Mr Toad' and a 19th 
century Staffordshire figural group 
'Three O Clock in the Morning'.  
£30 - 50 
546 
A 19th century Austrian hand 
painted figurine circa 1890 
£20 - 40 
547 
A Chinese porcelain small footed 
dish 'Nan King' Cargo (1752) painted 
in under glaze blue together with a 
small bowl from the same cargo and 
two other salvage pieces 
£100 - 150 
548 
An 18th century air twist stem wine 
glass together with another smaller 
one  and a pair of 18th century 
knopped air twist stem wine glasses. 
£150 - 250 
549 
HOLMEGAARD Christmas bottle 
1988 designed by Jette Frolich and 
Michael Bang beautiful glass 
decanter with cork stopper   
£20 - 40 
550 
Four glass decanters 1 Aqua blue 
plus 3 others 
£60 - 80 
 
 
 
 

551 
A set of six Baccarat French crystal 
white wine glasses, engraved 
Baccarat to each base.  
£60 - 80 
552 
A collection of cut and moulded 
glass items, (6) 
£10 - 20 
553 
A collection of Uranium/Vaseline  
glass to include a dressing set, Posey 
vase, candlestick, plate and a large 
bowl plus 3 other items 
£30 - 50 
554 
Stuart Jasper Conran  lead crystal 
designed Vintage Strata 8" floating 
candle holder/ decorative dish.    
£30 - 50 
555 
Two Art de France glass vases 
together with a small Scandinavian 
vase (3) 
£30 - 50 
556 
A large quantity of assorted 
glassware to include drinking 
glasses, bowls, two decanters etc 
£20 - 40 
557 
A Georgian English Rain stem 
Jacobite gin glass - engraved flared 
trumpet bowl. 
16.5cm 
£100 - 150 
558 
Antique Georgian air twist wine 
glass with a flared bucket form bowl 
on a clear air twist stem 
15.5cm 
£60 - 80 
559 
A Georgian English wine glass, with 
flared trumpet form bowl on a red 
and white twist stem (16cm) 
together with a similar glass on a 
white air twist stem. (15.5cm) 
£100 - 200 
560 
A Georgian English lead wine glass, 
the flared bucket bowl on knopped 
hexagonal stem with folded foot. 
14.5cm(H) 
£400 - 600 
 
 
 
 

561 
An 18th century 'Rummer glass' 
together with a facet cut trumpet 
bowl ale glass and two other smaller 
glasses 
£60 - 80 
562 
An 18th air twist stem wine glass 
with trumpet bowl on folded foot 
together with an engraved ale glass  
£40 - 60 
563 
Four boxed Bohemia crystal wine 
glasses together with large 
collection of glasses to included 
red/white wine glasses, champagne, 
water and shot glasses  
£60 - 80 
564 
20th Century art glass in The 
Monart style. (4) 
£20 - 40 
565 
A collection of mid century and 
later glass ware 
£20 - 40 
566 
A lime and turquoise art glass bowl, 
a leaf shaped dish with blackcurrant 
prunts and six other pieces of art 
glass in the Murano and 
Scandinavian style. 
£20 - 40 
567 
Three cut glassware items.  2 x 
bowls, 1 vase  
£20 - 30 
568 
A Uranium glass dressing table set 
together with a Murano style vase.  
£20 - 40 
 

Clocks, Toys  
& Buddha’s  
 
569 
A mahogany Vienna wall clock.  
£50 - 80 
570 
A boxed Corgi Toy 'Chitty Chitty 
bang bang' die cast scale model 
produced 1968-1972 with automatic 
flip out wings  in original box 
£60 - 80 
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571 
A historic Steiff miniatures VIII: 
029257 Teddy Bear Schwarz (black) 
16cm (1912) along with a 
commemorative Titanic Bear Limited 
Edition of 1912 from 2012 
(1223/1912). Both with certificates 
of authenticity 
£80 - 100 
572 
A limited edition Steiff release, 
'Koala Ted' (661792). This set was 
released in 2005- 1,403/2,000 along 
with a 'Red Panda Ted' from 2009- 
310/2,000 
£80 - 100 
573 
Two Steiff Bears.'Black Bear and 
Dominic 
£80 - 100 
574 
Two Steiff Winnie the Pooh Bears. A 
2013 Limited Edition 'Winnie the 
Pooh' by Steiff with certificate, 
26cm. 1020/2,000. Along with a 
Limited Edition 2001 'Winnie the 
Pooh' by Steiff, 18cm.  
£60 - 80 
575 
A partially boxed Steiff 'Winnie the 
Pooh' from 1999, Limited edition of 
10,000 piece worldwide. 
8320/10,000 
£40 - 60 
576 
A partially boxed Steiff Kanga & Roo 
Winnie The Pooh Series Limited 
Edition 1036/5000 (680014).  
£40 - 60 
577 
A boxed limited edition Steiff Mrs 
Tiggy Winkle from the Beatrix Potter 
classic. No. 722/1500.  
£60 - 80 
578 
A boxed limited edition Scottish 
bear by Steiff from 2001 with 
certificate. Second Edition of the 
Scottish Bear. No. 2870/3000.  
£60 - 80 
579 
A carved green soapstone figure in 
the form of a seated Buddha 
£60 - 80 
580 
A South East Asian cast bronze 
figure of Buddha in the lotus 
position  
£60 - 80 

581 
'Tek Sing' Cargo - 1822 a small 
Chinese porcelain footed bowl hand 
painted in under glaze blue together 
with a similar dish from the same 
wreckage (2 & AF) 
£200 - 300 
 

Antique, Modern 
Furniture  
& Furnishings 
 
582 
A large contemporary lattice style 
wall mirror, 122cm 
£100 - 200 
583 
A brown suede effect square 
framed wall mirror,  
39cm - in frame 72cm 
£40 - 60 
584 
A modern powder coat effect metal 
framed wall mirror. 
Dimensions 110cm(H) x 76cm(W) 
£50 - 80 
585 
A 20th century Chinese black 
lacquered low table. The glass top 
enclosing a recessed hard stone 
temple scene, mother of pearl inlaid 
border over cabinets to each side. 
Dimensions 133cm(L) x 73cm(W) x 
47cm(H) 
£60 - 80 
586 
A canvas covered and wooden 
bound trunk dome top travelling 
trunk. 
77cm(W) x 44cm(D) x 50cm(H) 
£60 - 80 
587 
Jali Sheesham 5 Drawer Slim Drum 
Chest of Drawers 
86cm(H) 46cm(W) 
£30 - 50 
588 
A part 17th century oak bench, the 
chip carved panel back married with 
a later 19th century construction. 
137cm(W) x 56cm(D) x 102cm(H) 
£100 - 150 
 
 
 
 
 
 

589 
Two seater modern square arm 
leather sofa in chocolate, studs to 
front arms.  
Dimensions 81cm (L) x 70cm(D) x 
79cm(H) 
£80 - 100 
590 
Three seater modern square arm 
leather sofa in chocolate, studs to 
front arms, wooden square feet 
Dimensions 221cm (L) x 100cm(D) x 
79(H) 
£100 - 150 
591 
A set of 8 modern antique tan 
leather dining chairs - high back 
49cmW) x 50cm (D) x 110cm(H) 
£100 - 150 
592 
A pair of modern hardwood 
occasional tables each fitted with a 
single drawer on square tapering 
supports 
Dimensions 60cm x 60cm x 48cm(H) 
£60 - 80 
593 
Clarendon log effect gas stove in 
grey matt  
Dimensions 56cm(W) x 40cm(D) 
66cm(H) 
£30 - 50 
594 
A Victorian mahogany brass bound 
wine cooler with brass insert.  
Dimensions 42cm(W) x 38cm(H) 
£20 - 40 
595 
A mahogany display cabinet with 
glazed doors 
74cm(W) x 34cm(D) x 130cm(H)  
£10 - 20 
596 
A Regency carved mahogany 
hall/porters chair with carved shield  
back 
92cm(H) 42cm(W) 42cm(D) 
£80 - 120 
597 
A straight backed bedroom chair 
upholstered in orange silk, with 
protective button over cream linen 
cover 
£30 - 50 
598 
A modern cream leather mirror 
80cm(W) 106cm(H) 
£20 - 40 
 



Estimates are subject to 24% Buyers Premium (inclusive of VAT), 

plus VAT (20%) on the hammer price where indicated with an * asterisk 

 

599 
Gillows & Co. An ebonised wood 
and Amboyna three tier whatnot. 
Single drawer to top and bottom 
shelf with pierced brass gallery to 
top. In the neo classical style circa 
1870. Stamped Gillows 7750  to 
drawer. 97cm x 54cm x 38cm.  
£700 - 1,000 
600 
A mahogany hexagonal occasional 
table with galleried stretchers on 
turned legs. 68cm(h) 
£30 - 50 
601 
An Art Deco walnut finish serving 
table on pedestal supports, fitted 
with two drawers 
85cm(H) 106cm(W)53cm(D) 
£40 - 60 
602 
A 19th century flamed mahogany 
food cupboard fitted with two 
slatted shelves 
58cm(W) 94.5cm(H) 37cm(D) 
£40 - 60 
603 
A wall mounted hanging 70 bottle 
wine rack.  67cm x 100cm together 
with a small 3 tier bottle wall 
mounted wine rack. 
£60 - 80 
604 
A modern wrought iron graduated 
three tier folding shelf unit, 191cm 
(H) 41.5cm(D) 93cm (W) 
£40 - 60 
605 
A 19th century serpentine fronted 
folding card table on slender 
cabriole supports  
82cm (W) 72cm(H) 41cm(D) 
£20 - 40 
606 
A curved oak bench.  
Dimensions 210cm (L) x 38cm 
£60 - 80 
607 
A teak and laminate oval 2 tier side 
table  
£20 - 40 
608 
A 1970s G Plan style teak tile 
topped coffee table. 115cm x 52cm 
£20 - 40 
 
 
 
 

609 
A c20th stained oak 2 section 
cabinet by Old Charm. 2 lead glazed 
doors above 2 smaller carved panel 
doors on plinth base.  
Dimensions 55cm (W) 49cm(D) 
115cm(H) 
£20 - 40 
610 
A Pine kitchen table. 110 cm x 55 
cm. 68cm(h) 
£20 - 40 
611 
Two bent wood dinning chairs.  
57cm(W) x 50cm(D) x 100cm(H) 
£20 - 40 
612 
Black crocodile skin effect coffee 
table by Andrew Martin, with zig zag 
frame in stainless steel, 120cm(L) x 
66cm(D) x 47cm(H) 
£60 - 80 
613 
Brown leather effect console table 
136cm(L) x 45cm(D) x 77cm(H) 
£40 - 60 
614 
A Louis XVI style upholstered 
walnut bedroom chair.  
42cm(W) x 40cm(D) x 87cm(H) 
£40 - 60 
615 
A pair of oak framed ladder back 
chairs with lattice woven rush seats 
(Possibly 'Letchworth by Heals) 
39cm (W) x 40cm(D) x 90cm(H) 
£60 - 80 
616 
A pair of Arts and craft Hampton 
Court framed dining chairs. 
Attributed T Richard Norman Shaw 
circa 1876 for the Tabbard Inn at 
Bedford Park and retailed by Morris 
& Co. 
45cm(W) x 42.5cm(D) x102cm(H) 
£40 - 60 
617 
A late 17th century English joined 
oak coffer on chest. The top section 
with period paper lining bearing the 
Stuart crest, being over two short 
and two long fielded panel drawers 
overall decorated with fruitwood 
mouldings and on squat turned stile 
supports.  
118cm(H) 108cm(W) 48.5cm(D) 
£300 - 500 
 
 

618 
Dining chairs x four upholstered seat 
in gold velour  
45cm(W) x 45cm(D) x 91cm(H) 
£20 - 40 
619 
A set of six reproduction Regency 
style dining chairs  
£30 - 50 
620 
A North African pierced metal 
framed wall mirror, glass lozenge 
decoration. 
Dimensions 82cm(H) x 61cm(W) 
£40 - 60 
621 
An early 20th century cheval mirror 
Dimensions 178cm(H) x 77cm(W) 
£40 - 60 
622 
A substantial early 20th century 
walnut framed over mantle mirror. 
The large central mirror flanked by 
three smaller mirrors either side. 
Dimensions 191cm(W) x 12cm(D) x 
155cm(H) 
£80 - 120 
623 
A large cream and fawn coloured 
rug, 340cm x 240cm 
£30 - 50 
624 
A large Chinese machine woven 
wool rug, pink floral patterned on 
pale blue ground. 
300cm x 182cm 
£30 - 50 
625 
An early 20th century twelve branch 
glass chandelier.  
£50 - 80 
626 
A small French three branch brass 
and cut glass ceiling chandelier.  
£20 - 40 
627 
Two Edwardian carved oak six 
branch chandeliers in the arts and 
craft style larger one signed A. 
Dumez, 
Large light 78(h) x 78(W) cm  
Smaller light 54(H) x 65(W) cm 
£20 - 40 
628 
A modern crystal column floor lamp 
plus 2 x matching table lamps with 
matching shades in cream 
£30 - 50 
 



Estimates are subject to 24% Buyers Premium (inclusive of VAT), 

plus VAT (20%) on the hammer price where indicated with an * asterisk 

629 
A carved hardwood fertility figure 
together with two souvenir wall 
plaques and a North African door 
panel and a pair of African hardwood 
figural bookends together with a pair 
of carved teak figures plus a pencil 
box and bowl. 
£40 - 60 
630 
A cast brass stylised bust together 
with an ornament in the form of an 
Ibis, a pair of Sweden 'Lilly 
candlesticks etc 
£20 - 40 

631 
A Cloisonné scent bottle plus 6 
various metal figurines and a 
quantity of carved soapstone, wood 
and onyx figurines to include a small 
bust of Nefertiti 
£60 - 80 
632 
An art deco style chrome plated 
free standing pedestal ash tray.  
75cm(h) 
£20 - 40 
633 
An Afghan woollen wall hanging, 
depicting the tree of life  
£60 - 80 
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These Conditions of Sale and Business constitute the contract between Bristol Auction Rooms / BCVA (the “Auctioneer”) and the seller, on the one hand, and 

the buyer on the other. By bidding at the auction, you agree to be bound by these terms. 
 

INFORMATION FOR BUYERS 

 Introduction.  The  following  informative  notes  are  intended  to  assist   Buyers,   particularly 

those inexperienced or  new  to  our  salerooms.  All  sales  are  conducted  on  our  printed 

Conditions of Sale which are readily available for  inspection  and  normally  accompany 

catalogues. Our staff will be happy to help you if there is anything you do not fully 

understand. 

 Agency. As auctioneers we usually contract as agents for the seller whose identity, for reasons 

of confidentiality, is not normally disclosed. Accordingly if you buy your primary contract is 

with the seller. 

 Estimates.  Estimates  are  designed  to  help  buyers  gauge  what  sort  of  sum  might  be 

involved for the purchase of a particular lot. The lower estimate  may  represent  the  reserve 

price and certainly will not be  below  it.  Estimates  do  not  include  the  Buyer’s  Premium  or 

VAT (where chargeable). Estimates are prepared some time before the sale  and  may  be 

altered by announcement before the sale. They are in no sense definitive. 

 Buyer’s Premium. The Buyer agrees to pay a  buyer’s  premium  on  the  hammer  price  of 

each lot purchased. The buyer’s premium is 20% (24% including VAT) of the hammer price 

on each lot  up  to  and  including  £150,000,  plus  12% (14.40%  including VAT)  for  any  

amount in excess of £150,000. VAT at  the  prevailing  rate  of  20%  is  added  to  all  of  these  

premiums and additional charges as defined below. 

 VAT. (*) indicates that VAT is payable b y   the  purchaser  at  the  standard  rate  (presently 

20%) on the hammer price as well as being an element in the buyer’s premium. This 

imposition of VAT is likely to be because the seller  is  registered  for VAT  within  the  European 

Union and is not operating the Dealers Margin Scheme or because VAT is due at 20% on 

importation into the UK. The double symbol (**)  indicates  that  the  lot  has  been  imported 

from  outside  the  European  Union  and  the  present  position  is  that  these  lots  are  liable  to 

a reduced rate of VAT (5%) on the gross lot price (i.e. both the hammer price and the buyer’s 

premium). Lots which appear without either of the above symbols indicate that no  VAT  is 

payable on the hammer price. This is because such lots are sold  using  the  Auctioneers’ 

Margin Scheme and it should be noted that the VAT included within the Premium is not 

recoverable as input tax. 

 Descriptions and  Conditions.  All goods are excluded from the Sale of Goods Act 1979 and 

sold as seen. Condition  reports  are  provided  on  our  website  or  upon request. The absence 

of a report does not imply that  a  lot  is  without  imperfections.  The detail in a report will 

reflect the estimated value of the lot, and large  numbers  of  such requests received  shortly  

before  the  sale  may  not  receive  a  response  to  all  lots.  Members of staff are not trained 

restorers or conservators and, particularly for higher  value  lots,  you should obtain an opinion  

from  such  a  professional. We  recommend  that  you  always  view  a lot in person. 

We are, primarily, agents for the seller. We  are  dependent  on  information  provided  by  the 

seller and whilst we may inspect lots and act  reasonably  in  taking  a  general  view  about them 

we are  normally  unable  to  carry  out  a  detailed  or  any  examination  of  lots  in  order to 

ascertain their condition in the way in which it would be wise for a buyer to do. Intending 

buyers have ample opportunity  for  inspection  of  goods  and,  therefore,  accept  responsibility 

for inspecting and investigating lots  in  which  they  may  be  interested.  Please  note  carefully 

the exclusion of liability for the condition of lots contained in the Conditions of Sale. Neither 

the seller nor  we,  as  the  auctioneers,  accept  any  responsibility  for  their  condition.  In 

particular, mechanical  objects  of  any  age  are  not  guaranteed  to  be  in  working  order. 

However, in so far as we have examined the goods and make a representation about their 

condition, we shall  be  liable  for  any  defect  which  that  examination  ought  to  have  revealed 

to the auctioneer but which would not have been revealed to the buyer had the buyer examined  

the  goods.  Additionally,  in  specified  circumstances   lots   misdescribed   because they are 

‘deliberate forgeries’ may be returned and  repayment  made. There  is  a  3  week  time limit. 

(The expression ‘deliberate forgery’ is defined in our Conditions of Sale). 

 Electrical goods. These are sold as ‘antiques’ only and if  bought  for  use  must  be  checked 

over for compliance with safety regulations by a qualified electrician first. 

 Export of goods. Buyers intending to export goods should ascertain (a) whether an export= 

licence is required and (b) whether there  is  any  specific  prohibition  on  importing  goods  of 

that character because, e.g. they may  contain  prohibited  materials  such  as  ivory.  Ask  us  if 

you need help. 

 Bidding. Bidders may be required to register before the sale commences and lots will be 

invoiced to the name and address on  the  registration  form.  Some  form  of  identification 

may be required if you are unknown to us. Please enquire  in  advance  about  our 

arrangements for telephone bidding. 

 Commission bidding. Commission bids may be left with the auctioneers indicating the 

maximum amount to  be  bid  excluding  buyers’ premium.  They  will  be  executed  as  cheaply 

as possible having regard to the reserve (if any) and competing bids. If two buyers  submit identical 

commission bids  the  auctioneers  may  prefer  the  first  bid  received.  Please  enquire in 

advance about our arrangements for the leaving of commission bids. 

 Methods of Payment. The following methods of payment are acceptable: 

Debit  Card  drawn  on  a  UK  bank  and  registered  to  a  UK  billing  address.  There  is  no 

additional charge for purchases made with these cards. 

Bank   transfer   direct   to    our    bank    account,    all    transfers    must    state    the    relevant 

sale number, lot number  and  your  bid  /  paddle  number.  If  transferring   from   a   foreign 

currency, the amount we receive must be the total due in pounds sterling (after currency 

conversion and the deduction of any  bank  charges).  Our  bank  details  can  be  found  on  the 

front or your invoice or in the sale catalogue under ‘Important Notices’. 

Sterling  cash  payments  of  up  to  £12,000  (subject   to   money   laundering   regulations).   All 

major  UK  issued  credit  cards  registered  to  a  UK  billing  address  with  the  exception   of 

American Express  and  Diners  Club.   

Collection and storage. Please note what  the  Conditions  of  Sale  state  about  collection 

and storage. It is important that goods are paid for and collected  promptly.  Any  delay  may 

involve the buyer in paying storage charges. 

 Droit de suite royalty charges. From 1st January 2012 all UK  art  market  professionals 

(which includes but is not limited to; auctioneers, dealers, galleries, agents and other 

intermediaries) are required to collect a royalty payment for all works of art that have been 

produced  by  qualifying  artists  each  time  a  work  is  re-sold during  the  artist’s  lifetime  and  for 

a period up to 70 years following the artists death. This payment is only calculated on 

qualifying works of art which are sold for a hammer price more than the UK sterling 

equivalent of EURO 1,000 – the UK sterling equivalent will fluctuate in line with prevailing 

exchange rates. 

It is entirely the  responsibility  of  the  buyer  to  acquaint  himself  with  the  precise  EURO  to 

UK Sterling exchange rate  on  the  day of  the  sale  in  this  regard,  and  the  auctioneer  accepts 

no responsibility whatsoever if the qualifying rate is different to the rate indicated. 

All items in this catalogue  that  are  marked  with  δ  are  potentially  qualifying  items,  and 

the royalty charge will be applied if the hammer price achieved is more than the UK sterling 

equivalent  of  EURO  1,000.The  royalty  charge  will  be  added  to  all  relevant  buyers’ 

invoices, 

 

 
 

and must be paid before items can be cleared. All royalty charges  are  passed  on  to  the 

Design and Artists Copyright Society (‘DACS’), no handling costs or additional fees  with 

respect to these charges will be retained by the auctioneers. 

The royalty charge that will be applied to qualifying items which achieve a hammer price of 

more than the UK sterling  equivalent  of  EURO  1,000,  but  less  than  the  UK  sterling 

equivalent of EURO 50,000 is 4%. For qualifying items that sell for more than the UK 

sterling equivalent of EURO 50,000  a  sliding  scale  of  royalty  charges  will  apply  –  for  a  

complete list of the royalty charges  and  threshold  levels,  please  see  www.dacs.org.uk.  There  

is  no VAT payable on this royalty charge. 
 

TERMS OF CONSIGNMENT FOR SELLERS 

 Interpretation. In these Terms the words ‘you’, ‘yours’, etc. refer to the Seller and if the 

consignment of goods to us is made by an agent we assume that the Seller has authorised 

the consignment and that the consignor has the Seller’s authority  to  contract.  Similarly  the 

words ‘we’, ‘us’, etc. refer to the Auctioneers. 

 Warranty. The Seller warrants that possession in the  lots  can  be  transferred  to  the  Buyer 

with good and  marketable  title,  free  from  any  third  party  right  and  encumbrances,  claims 

or  potential  claims.  The  Seller  has  provided  all  information   concerning   the   items 

ownership,  condition  and  provenance,  attribution,  authenticity,   import   or   export   history 

and of any concerns expressed by third parties concerning the same. 

 All commissions and fees are subject to VAT at the prevailing rate. 

 Commission is charged to sellers at the following rates:- please enquire at our salerooms. 

 Removal costs. Items for sale must be  consigned  to  the  saleroom  by  any  stated  deadline and 

at your expense. We may be able to assist you with this process but  any  liability incurred to a 

carrier for haulage charges is solely your responsibility. 

 Loss and damage of goods. 

 Loss and Damage Warranty  -  Bristol Auction Rooms / BCVA  is  not  authorised  by  the  

FSA  to  provide insurance to its clients, and does not do so. However Bristol Auction Rooms 

/ BCVA for its own protection, assumes liability for property consigned to it at the lower 

pre-sale estimate until the hammer falls. To justify accepting liability, Bristol Auction Rooms 

/ BCVA makes a charge of 1.5% of the hammer price plus VAT, subject to  a  minimum  

charge  of  £1.50,  or  if  unsold  1.5%  of our lower estimate. The liability assumed by Bristol 

Auction Rooms / BCVA  shall  be  limited  to  the  lower  pre- sale estimate or the hammer 

price if the lot is sold. 

 If the owner of the goods consigned instructs us in writing  not  to  take  such  action,  the goods 

then remain entirely at the owners risk unless and until  the  property  in  them passes to 

the Buyer or they are collected by or on behalf of the owner, and clause 6 (a) is 

inapplicable. 

 Illustrations. The cost of any illustrations is borne by you. If we consider that the Lot should 

be illustrated your permission will be asked  first.  The  copyright  in  respect  of  such 

illustrations shall be the property of us, the auctioneers, as is the text of the catalogue. 

 Minimum bids and our discretion. Goods will normally be offered subject to  a  reserve agreed 

between us before the sale in accordance with clause 9. We may sell Lots below the reserve 

provided we account to you for the same sale proceeds as you would have received had the 

reserve been the hammer price. If you specifically give us  a  “discretion”  we  may accept a bid 

of up to 10% below the formal reserve. 

 Reserves. 

 You are entitled to place prior to the auction a reserve on any lot consigned, being the 

minimum hammer price at which that  lot  may  be  sold.  Reserves  must  be  reasonable 

and we may decline to offer goods which in our opinion would be subject to an 

unreasonably high reserve (in which case goods carry the storage and loss and damage warranty 

charges stipulated in these Terms of Consignment). 

 A reserve once set cannot be changed except with our consent. 

 Where a reserve has been placed only we may bid on your behalf  and  only  up  to  the 

reserve (if any) and you may in no circumstances bid personally. 

 Reserves are not usually accepted for lots expected to realise below £100 

 Electrical items. These are  subject  to  detailed  statutory  safety  controls.  Where  such  items 

are accepted for sale you accept responsibility for the cost of testing by external contractors. 

Goods not certified as safe by an electrician  (unless  antiques)  will  not  be  accepted  for  sale. 

They must be removed at your expense on your being notified. We reserve  the  right  to 

dispose of unsafe goods as refuse, at your expense. 

 Soft  furnishings.  Soft  furnishings.  The  sale  of  soft  furnishings  is  strictly   regulated   by 

statute law in  the  interests  of  fire  safety.  Goods  found  to  infringe  safety  regulations  will  not 

be offered and must be removed at your expense. We reserve the right to dispose of unsafe 

goods as refuse, at your expense. 

The rights of disposal referred to in clause  10  and  11  are  subject  to  the  provisions  of The 

Torts (Interference with Goods) Act 1977, Schedule 1, a copy of which is available for 

inspection on request 

 Descriptions.  Please  assist  us  with  accurate  information  as  to  the   provenance   etc.   of 

goods where this is relevant. There is strict liability for the accuracy of descriptions  under 

modern consumer legislation and in some circumstances responsibility lies with sellers if 

inaccuracies occur. We will assume that you have  approved  the  catalogue  description  of 

your lots unless informed to the contrary. Where we are  obliged  to  return  the  price  to  the 

buyer when the lot is a deliberate forgery under Condition 15 of the Conditions of Sale and 

we have accounted to you for the proceeds of sale you agree to reimburse us the sale proceeds. 

 Unsold. Unsold. If an item is unsold it may at  our  discretion  be  re-offered  at  a  future  sale. 

Where in our opinion an item is unsaleable  you  must  collect  such  items  from  the  saleroom 

promptly on being so informed.  Otherwise,  storage  charges  may  be  incurred.  We  reserve 

the right to charge for storage in these circumstances at a reasonable daily rate. 

 Withdrawn  and  bought  in  items.  These  are  liable  to  incur  a  charge  of  15%  commission, 

1.5 % Loss and Damage Warranty  and  any  other  costs  incurred  including  but  not  limited  to 

illustration and restoration  fees  all  of  these  charges  being  subject  to  VAT  on  being  bought 

in or withdrawn after being catalogued. 

 Conditions of Sale. You agree that all goods will be sold on our Conditions of Sale.  In 

particular you undertake that you have the right to sell the goods either as owner or agent 

for the owner. You undertake to compensate us and any buyer or third party for  all  losses 

liabilities and expenses incurred in respect of  and  as  a  result  of  any  breach  of  this 

undertaking. We will also,  at   our   discretion,   and   as   far   as   practicable,   confirm   that   an 

item consigned for  sale  does  not  appear  on  the  Art  Loss  register,  which  is  administered  by 

an independent third party. 

 Authority to deduct commission and expenses and retain premium and interest. 

 You authorise us to  deduct  commission  at  the  stated  rate  and  all  expenses  incurred 

for your account from the  hammer  price  and  consent  to  our  right  to  retain  beneficially 

the premium paid by the buyer in accordance with our Conditions of  Sale  and  any 

interest earned on the sale proceeds until the date of settlement. 

http://www.dacs.org.uk/


 You authorise us in our discretion to  negotiate  a  sale  by  private  treaty  not  later  than  the 

close of business 48 hours after the day of  sale  in  the  case  of  lots  unsold  at  auction,  in 

which case the same  charges  will  be  payable  as  if  such  lots  had  been  sold  at  auction 

and so far as appropriate these Terms apply. 

 Warehousing. We disclaim all  liability  for  goods  delivered  to  our  saleroom  without  sufficient 

sale instructions  and  reserve  the  right  to  make  minimum  warehousing  charge  of  £10  per 

lot per day. Unsold lots are subject to the same charges if you do not remove them within a 

reasonable time of  notification.  If  not  removed  within  three  weeks  we  reserve  the  right  to 

sell them and defray charges from any net  proceeds  of  sale  or  at  your  expense  to  consign 

them to the local authority for disposal. 

 Settlement. After sale settlement of  the  net  sum  due  to  you  normally  takes  place  within  28 

days of the sale (by crossed cheque to the  seller)  unless  the  buyer  has  not  paid  for  the 

goods. In this case no settlement will then be made but we will take your instructions in the 

light of our Conditions of Sale. You  authorise  any  sums  owed  by  you  to  us   on   other 

transactions to be  deducted  from  the  sale  proceeds. You  must  note  the  liability  to  reimburse 

the proceeds of sale to  us  as  under  the  circumstances  provided  for  in  Condition  12  above. 

You  should  therefore  bear  this  potential  liability  in  mind  before  parting  with  the  proceeds 

of sale until the expiry of 28 days from the date of sale. 
 

CONDITIONS OF SALE 

Bristol Auction Rooms / BCVA carries on business with bidders, buyers and all those present in the 

auction room prior to or in connection with a sale on the following General Conditions and on such 

other terms, conditions and notices as may be referred to herein. 

 Definitions 

In these Conditions: 

 “auctioneer” means the fi m of Bristol Auction Rooms / BCVA or its authorised auctioneer, as 

appropriate; 

 “deliberate forgery” means an imitation made with  the  intention  of  deceiving  as  to 

authorship, origin, date, age,  period,  culture  or  source  but  which  is  unequivocally 

described in the catalogue as being  the  work  of  a  particular  creator  and  which  at  the 

date of the sale had a value materially less than it would have had if it had been  in 

accordance with the description; 

 “hammer price” means the level of bidding reached (at or above any reserve) when the 

auctioneer brings down the hammer; 

 “terms of consignment” means the stipulated terms and rates of commission on which Bristol 

Auction Rooms / BCVA  accepts instructions from sellers or their agents; 

 “total amount due” means  the  hammer  price  in  respect  of  the  lot  sold  together  with 

any premium, Value Added Tax chargeable  and  any  additional  charges  payable  by  a 

defaulting buyer under these Conditions; 

 )  “sale   proceeds”  means   the  net  amount   due  to  the  seller,   being  the  hammer  price   

of the  lot  sold  less  commission  at  the  stated  rate,  Value  Added  Tax  chargeable  and   

any other amounts due to us by the seller in whatever capacity and however arising; 

 “You”, “Your”, etc. refer to the buyer as identified in Condition 2. 

 The singular includes the plural and vice versa as appropriate. 

 Bidding procedures and the Buyer 

 Bidders  are  required  to  register  their  particulars  before  bidding  and  to   satisfy   any 

security arrangements before entering the auction room to view or bid; 

 the maker of  the  highest  bid  accepted  by  the  auctioneer  conducting  the  sale  shall  be  | 

the buyer at the hammer price and any dispute about a bid shall be settled at the 

auctioneer’s  absolute  discretion  by  reoffering  the  Lot  during  the  course  of  the  auction 

or otherwise. The auctioneer shall act reasonably in exercising this discretion. 

 Bidders shall be deemed to act as principals. 

(2) Our right to bid on behalf of the seller is expressly reserved up  to  the  amount  of  any 

reserve and the right to refuse any bid is also reserved. 

 Increments. Bidding increments shall be at the auctioneer’s sole discretion. 

 The purchase price. together  with  a  premium  thereon  of  28.8%  which  shall  include  VAT  on 

the premium at the rate imposed by law. The buyer will  also  be  liable  for  any  royalties 

payable under Droit de Suite as set out under Information for Buyers. 

 Value Added Tax.  Value  Added  Tax  on  the  hammer  price  is  imposed  by  law  on  all  items 

affixed with an   asterisk  or  double  asterisk.  Value  Added  Tax  is  charged  at  the  appropriate 

rate prevailing by law at  the  date  of  sale  and  is  payable  by  buyers  of  relevant  Lots.  (Please 

refer to “Information for Buyers” for a brief explanation of the VAT position). 

 Payment 

 Immediately a Lot is sold you will: 

 give to us, if requested, proof of identity, and 

 pay to us the total amount due or in such other way as is agreed by us. 

 Any payments by  you  to  us  may  be  applied  by  us  towards  any  sums  owing  from  you  to 

us on any account whatever without regard to any directions of you or  your  agent, whether 

express or implied. 

 Buyers who utilise  the  services  of  ATG  Live  Auctions  or  any  other  live  internet  services 

are  hereby  informed  that  the  payment  method  details  that  are  provided  to  ATG   Live 

Auctions or any  other  live  internet  services  as  part  of  the  process  of  registration  will,  in 

the absence of compliance with paragraph (1) of this clause, be utilised by  us  to  settle  any amounts 

owing by such buyers to us. 

 Title and collection of purchases 

 The ownership of any Lots purchased shall not pass to you until you have made payment 

in full to us of the total amount due. 

 You shall at your own  risk  and  expense  take  away  any  lots  that  you  have  purchased  and 

paid for not later than 3 working days following the day of the auction or  upon  the 

clearance of any cheque used for payment after which you shall be responsible  for  any 

removal, storage and insurance charges. 

 No purchase can be claimed or removed until it has been paid for. 

 Bristol Auction Rooms / BCVA do not operate a packaging and postal service.  Successful buyers  

must  make  these arrangements independently, though  the  saleroom  may be  able  to  suggest  

specialist shipping companies who can  advise  buyers,  this  advice  is  not  a  recommendation 

and the saleroom is not liable for  any  aspect  of  the  packaging  and  shipping  process.  Remedies 

for non-payment or failure to collect purchases 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 If  any  Lot  is  not  paid  for  in  full  and  taken  away  in  accordance  with  these  Conditions 

or if there is any other breach of these Conditions, we, as agent for the seller and on our 

own behalf, shall at our  absolute  discretion  and  without  prejudice  to  any  other  rights  we 

may have, be entitled to exercise one or more of the following rights and remedies: 

 to proceed against you for damages for breach of contract; 

 to rescind the sale of that Lot and/or any other Lots sold by us to you; 

 to resell the Lot  (by  auction  or  private  treaty)  in  which  case  you  shall  be  responsible  for 

any resulting deify  in  the  total  amount  due  (after  crediting  any  part  payment  and adding 

any resale costs). Any surplus so arising shall belong to the seller; 

 to remove, store and  insure  the Lot  at  your  expense  and,  in  the  case  of  storage,  either  at 

our premises or elsewhere; 

 to charge interest at a rate not exceeding 1.5% per month on the total amount due to the 

extent it remains unpaid for more than 3 working days after the sale; 

 )  to retain that or any other Lot sold to you until you pay the total amount due; 

 to reject or ignore bids from you or your agent at future auctions or to impose conditions 

before any such bids shall be accepted; 

 to apply any proceeds of sale of other Lots due or in future becoming due to you towards 

the settlement of the total amount due and to exercise a lien (that is a right to  retain possession  

of )  any  of  your  property  in  our  possession  for  any  purpose  until  the  debt  due is satisfied. 

 We shall, as agent for  the  seller  and on  our  own  behalf  pursue  these  rights  and  remedies 

only so far as is reasonable to make appropriate recovery in respect of breach of these 

conditions 

 Third party liability. All members of the public on our premises are there at their own risk and 

must note the  lay-out  of  the  accommodation  and  security  arrangements.  Accordingly  neither 

the auctioneer nor our employees or agents shall incur liability  for  death  or  personal  injury 

(except as required by law by reason of our negligence) or similarly for  the  safety  of  the 

property of persons visiting prior to or at a sale. 

 Commission bids. Whilst  prospective  buyers  are/\strongly  advised  to  attend  the  auction  and are 

always responsible for any decision to bid for a particular Lot and shall be assumed to have 

carefully  inspected  and  satisfied  themselves  as  to  its  condition   we   will   if   so   instructed 

clearly and in writing  execute  bids  on  their  behalf.  Neither  the  auctioneer  nor  our 

employees or agents shall be responsible for any failure to do so. 

Where  two  or  more  commission  bids  at  the  same  level  are  recorded  we  reserve  the  right  in 

our absolute discretion to prefer the final bid so made. 

 Warranty of title and availability. The  seller  warrants  to  the  auctioneer  and  you  that  the 

seller is the true owner of  the  property  consigned  or  is  properly  authorised  by  the  true 

owner to consign for  sale  and  is  able  to  transfer  good  and  marketable  title  to  the  property 

free from any third party claims. 

 Agency. The auctioneer normally acts as agent  only  and  disclaims  any  responsibility  for 

default by sellers or buyers. 

 Terms of sale. The seller acknowledges that Lots are sold subject to the stipulations of these 

Conditions  in    their  entirety  and  on  the  Terms  of  Consignment  as  notified  to  the  consignor 

at the time of the entry of the Lot. 

 Descriptions and condition 

 Whilst we seek to describe lots accurately, it may be impractical for us to carry out 

exhaustive  due  diligence  on  each  lot.  Prospective  buyers  are  given  ample  opportunities 

to view and inspect before any sale and they (and any independent experts on their behalf ) 

must satisfy themselves as to the accuracy of any  description  applied  to  a  lot.  Prospective 

buyers  also  bid  on  the  understanding  that,  inevitably,  representations  or  statements  by  us 

as to authorship, genuineness, origin, date,  age,  provenance,  condition  or  estimated  selling 

price involve matters of opinion. We undertake that any such opinion shall be honestly and 

reasonably  held  and  accept  liability  for  opinions  given  negligently  or  fraudulently.  Subject 

to the foregoing neither we the auctioneer nor our employees  or  agents  nor  the  seller accept 

liability for the correctness of such opinions and all conditions and  warranties, whether 

relating to  description,  condition  or  quality  of  lots,  express,  implied  or  statutory, are 

hereby excluded. This Condition is subject to the next following Condition concerning deliberate 

forgeries and applies save as provided for in paragraph 6“information to buyers”. 

 Private treaty sales made under these Conditions are deemed to be sales by auction  for purposes 

of consumer legislation. 

 Forgeries. Notwithstanding the preceding Condition, any Lot which proves to  be  a  deliberate forgery  

(as  defi          may  be  returned  to  us  by  you  within  21  days  of  the  auction  provided  it is in 

the same condition as when bought, and is accompanied by particulars identifying it from the 

relevant catalogue description and a  written  statement  of  defects.  If  we  are  satisfied from the 

evidence presented that  the  Lot  is  a  deliberate  forgery  we  shall  refund  the  money paid by you 

for the Lot including any buyer’s premium provided that (1) if the catalogue description refl    ted 

the accepted view of scholars and experts as at the date of sale or 

(2) you personally  are  not  able  to  transfer  a  good  and  marketable  title  to  us,  you  shall  have 

no rights under this condition. 

The right of return provided by this Condition is additional to any right or remedy provided 

by law or by these Conditions of Sale. 

General 

 We  shall  have  the  right  at  our  discretion,  to  refuse  admission  to  our  premises  or  attendance 

at our auctions by any person. 

 (1) Any  right  to  compensation  for  losses  liabilities  and  expenses  incurred  in  respect  of  and 

as a result  of  any  breach  of  these  Conditions  and  any  exclusions  provided  by  them  shall 

be available to the seller and/or the auctioneer as appropriate. 

(2) Such rights and exclusions shall extend to and be deemed to be for the b e n e f i t  of 

employees and agents of the seller and/or the auctioneer who may themselves enforce them. 

 Any notice to any buyer, seller, bidder or viewer may  be  given  by  first  class  mail,  email  or 

Swiftmail in which case it shall be deemed  to  have  been  received  by  the  addressee  48 

hours after posting. 

 Special  terms  may  be  used  in  catalogue  descriptions   of   particular   classes   of   items   in 

which  case  the  descriptions  must   be   interpreted   in   accordance   with   any   glossary 

appearing at the commencement of the catalogue. 

 Any  indulgence  extended  to  bidders,  buyers  or  sellers   by   us   notwithstanding   the   strict 

terms of these Conditions or of the Terms of Consignment shall affect  the  position  at  the 

relevant time only and in respect of  that  particular  concession  only;  in  all  other  respects 

these Conditions shall be construed as having full force and effect. 

 English law applies to the interpretation of these Conditions. 




